^{\t £&tto&ntt purple
Volume XCVIII Numbe.

OG
The

Robinson stated

OG

like to see the

Review Committee,
t up
in October

nth

nda

to

propose

iibl<

procedural", has
on proce-

larily
al

!

changes though a statesigned by 61 OG memwas presented at an open
,

November 21

•ting

i

that the
possible

reques-

committee look
Constitu tional

It appears that many members of the committee, including the committee leadership,
favor
procedural
changes.

According

to

one committee

member,

Laurie Lou Saxton,
President
Steve Jo be
asked the committee to keep
to procedural changes and to
stay away from constitutional
revision. Marianne Wilkerson,
co-chairperson of the commit-

OG

of that committee,

said

tee,

University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee

"It's really

no

We

big deal.

are

that

OG

he would

gain effec-

through
procedural
change; he went on to say that
he did not feel that constitutional changes would be considered
until
procedural
changes
had
been
tried.
Robinson added that he had a
lot of doubts about procedural
changes working.
Lee Taylor
said
that
he
felt
the
would do as much as it can
with
procedural
changes.
Margaret
Mankin,
another

committee member, stated that
"it seems that for any change
to happen, it's going to have to
be slow -- procedural." She
went on to say that she didn't
think

procedural

changes

would pass the OG.
(cont,

on

would

Vinson,

also

"Maybe

pass."
Steve
co-chairperson,
we will get to

constitutional revision later —
we now see procedural change
as testing to see if we need
Constitutional revision. I hope

we

don't.

Constitution,

would be afraid of dothat," He went on to say,

tion.

ing

we change the
we change tradi-

If

I

however, that "if the procedural changes don't work, we
don't think constitutional revision

out."

is

Committee

member

Paul

2)

Ayres Receives Business Leader of the Year Award
Bishop's
Fund
for
World
Relief.
He
contributed
significantly
to
the
100
million
dollar
missionary
program instituted following

Vice Chancellor Robert M.
Ayres Jr. received the Business
Teacher of the Year Award
from Religious Heritage in
Nashville at the organization's
National Award Banquet on

the Guatemalan earthquake.

Vice

Chancellor

Ayres
Board of the

serves on the
Agricultural

October 31.
Mr. Ayres was chosen for
the
award
prior
to
his
agreement
serve
to
as
Sewanee's Vice Chancellor. He
was
recognized
for
his
involvement in the Episcopal

Missions

Foundation,

Inc.

which

provides

technical
aid
to
missionaries
worldwide. He is also Chairman
of
the
Board
of
Aifalit
International,
a
Christian
organization
for
the
promulgation of adult
basic
agricultural

Church. He is a member of the
Executive
Council
of
the
Episcopal Church and board
member of the Presiding

education
and
community
development,
primarily
in
Latin America.

Controversy Centers Around Women's Athletics
Title

Julie Hall

IX of the Educational

situation by converting half of
the Visitor's Dormitory into
t
locker room for women.
At this time it is available only
io
the
women's Basketball

Amendments of 1972

Rosemary Drake

to the
Act.
Title
IX forbids discrimination "for
reasons of sex in any program
or activity of the University."

Higher Education

Over

Women's

the past few years,
Athletics at Sewanee

have become a topic of much
concern and the center of
highly
charged
controversy.
Since

women

college

in

Administration

entered

1969,
has

the
tilt

been

struggling to meet their needs,
but glaring inadequacies s*iD
Exist
within
the
Athlefcs

Department.
These
deficiencies
clearly
pointed out ,n

are
thp
Institutional
Self-Evaluation
ired of the University and

drawn up

in

May 1977

under

M ^Oto *»y Carlton Youilf
OG reforms.

nn Heview
d
^
UL,
Committee meets with interested students to discuss direction of
St*

p.

not going to do anything radiWe know that nothing

said,

1977

2,

tiveness

cal.

radical

December

Friday,

Evaluates Procedures

Melissa Harrison

tutional

it

The

Team.

other

All

varsity

Non-compliance
with
this
would mean loss of

teams,

legislation

Swimming, have no

University federal funding.
In
the
Self-Evaluation,
possible
non-compliance
appears in the areas of athletic

Secondly,
the
women's
coaching staff is noticeably
undersized
and considerably
smaller than the men's.
The

coaching staff, and
First, locker room

ten male v sity sports are
coached by seven full time
the department,
two faculty lember assistant
coaches, om part time head
coach,
one volunteer head
coach,
and
two volunteer
assistant
coach
The six

facilities,

budgeting.
facilities

for

women

are

currently
inadequate
and
conipaie neither in size nor in
number
to those for men.
The Athletic Department has
taken steps to remedy the

except

women's

two

by

facilities.

sports

varsity

coached

members
and two

Synchronized

full

are

time

of the department
faculty member head

coaches.

NEWS ANALYSIS:
Director of Athletics Walter
Bryant says of this, "In terms
of
personnel,
improvements
have been slight, but there
have been improvements. We
hope next year to add a part
ti

me

coach

.

'
'

Coach

and

Thirdly,

For

Women 's A thietics suffer deficiencies.

is

most

the budgeting.

1976-1977
the'
(cont. on p. 12)

Ayres said, "Thoughthe Awards
Program,
we honor those
Americans
who like Mr.
Ayres, have made a significant
impact for good on national ocommunity life by a practical
application of the principles ot
their religious heritage in thei,daily life and the life of their

industry."
Religious
Heritage
of
America, which was founded in
1951, is a national interfaith

and

religious,

organization,

educational
dedicated
to

preserving
and
celebrating
America's religious heritage
Charles Colson received this
year's Life Inspiration Award
Minnie
Pearl
received
the
Churchwoman of the Year

Award.

Some of the previous
Q f various other
awards from this organization
are
David Frost, Dr. Billy
recipients

Graham, Dr. Norman Vincnt
Peale, Johnny and June Caner
Cash,

Cecil

DeMille

B.

Honorable
George Romney
and Presidents Eisenhower and

Watson Releases Figures On
DuPont Library Inventory
Jonathan Britten
"I think students here are
responsible
than any
other
college
group
I've
worked with," said University
Librarian Tom Watson.
The
PURPLE
interviewed
Mr.
Watson after another small
college
(enrollment 1300 )
newspaper reported that their
library lost 2,739 books over
the past nine years. Sewanee's
DuPont Library has fared

These figures show an average
of 75 missing books each year
since 1963.
Most of these
are found misplaced on the

more

much

better.

The
taken

complete inventory
1971 showed 1,144

last

in

books
missing
from
a
collection of 222,000 volumes.
The library staff has located
over half of these since it
began
las
searching

Many were
shelves.
progress,

misplaced

The

task

is

still

Mr. Watson said the
inexpensive copy machine, a
shelves.

responsible student body, and
"liberal " check-out policy

a

keep losses

revolving

(cont.

on

and
but

all

i

who

ne

12)

p.

- INDEX

-

in

News

pp

Interview with Gore
"I've tried to innovate

1

-

2

p3

•

and

inventory-

system.
Mr. Watson released

these

Features

figures:

Inventory
year
1963

said

communit

entire

surrounding area, it
impossible to deten

but the library now
houses some 300,000 volumes.
With 60,000 items circulating
during
the
academic year,
Mr. Watson is working on a

new

He

down.

the
li brary
often
allows
students
to
check
out
non-circulating
reference
materials over holidays when
the library is closed.
Since DuPont serves the

1966

.

.

.

.

pp 4

-

5, 11

For the Time Being:
all that mystery and
excitement." Short People
- Will you please stand up?

"Hold

1971

Pam

Lampley, one of the two full
time women's
coaches, also
points to the lack of trained
coaches as the most deficient
and problematic area oi tne
Athletics Program.
controversial,

W. Clement Stone, president
of the national religious, who
presented the award to Mr,

(on a chair). Familiar faces
at

Sewanee, Apple Tree

reviewed;

Cumulative

Op/Ed

number of

pp 6

7

-

AT WHIT'S END; What
are comps?. Dr. Keele
explores Bukke vs Califor-

good

books

531

total

l

Sports

pp 9

-

10
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Lancaster Heads Million Dollar Program

of continuing confusion concerning the
of student health care services, the
University administration would like to announce the
In

light

availability

Dr. Leonard is available for students at the
1)
Student Health Office from 1:00 p.m. to 4D0 p.m.
on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, and
from 9O0 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Wednesdays and

Saturdays.
a student

If

unable to see him during those

is

Leonard is also available to students
during hours normally scheduled for private patients:
9fl0 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays.
hours.

Dr.

2)

If

a student should need medical service at

any time when Dr. Leonard is not
Emergency Room at the Hospital is
necessary;

if

Dr. Leonard

Hoom

then Emergency

has been named chairman of
Sewanee's
Million
Dollar
Program. Lancaster will retire
his position with the political
department 'at the end
ot thif
Million Dollar Program
was initiated seven years ago
by the Board of Regents to
make up the 10% of the
University's operating budget
that is not funded through
tuition or endowments.
Underscoring
the
significance of the program Dr.

Lancaster

two three-bed

goal this year of $1,150,000.
As for his acquiring these
donations, Dr. Lancaster said,

student health fee.

institutions.

3)

The Hospital has

also reserved

rooms for University students, should hospitalization
The fees for these rooms will be paid
by the University; students will only be charged for
surgery or X-rays.

the Revision Committee was
not giving adequate attention

1)

p.

it

change the time of the meeting
to Monday evening. This motion was defeated on a voice
vote.
Those arguing against
passage of the motion charged
that changing the time of the

meeting was "cosmetic surgery" which does not get to
the root of the problem.
Also
at
that
November
meeting, Marianne Wilkerson
informed the OG that the
committee
had
"narrowed

down

which
and

in

procedural
changes." Co-chairperson Vinson interrupted to say that the
committee had decided that
procedural changes were best

We must meet

the
Lancaster
Chancellor come in contact
with prospective gift prospects

to

but that constituhad not been exCommitteeman Robinson added that he thought no
decision had been reached yet.

revision,

constitutional

to

as

The co-chairpersons also reported that Dr. Ned McCrady
had spoken to the committee
about the history of the OG.
This talk had apparently made
a big impact on the members
of the committee.
Mary Jan
Treadwell stated that Dr. McCrady's talk had "enlightened
us all", and Paul Robinson said
that after Dr. McCrady's talk
he was lees-inclined towards
constitutional changes.
Dr. McCrady told the

that

members

should be voted in. There is
some confusion as to the history of the OG as a governing
body. One member stated that
said that the

OG

had always served as a governAnother member
ing body.
stressed that Dr. McCrady said
that it wasn't used as a governing body until the 1960's.

Following

OG

a

amount from

a

few dollars to

Mr. Lancaster noted that his
job was for the most part on
the public relations level and
President for Development at
the University, whose office
handles the Program 's staff

essential source of funds for
the viability of Sewanee in the
forseeable future.

financial difficulties
were similar to those incurred
by all other small, private
institutions of higher learning

the country. He explained
that "tuition and fees account
for onlv
one half of the
in

for
an
asked
When
assessment of the Program's
progress thus far this year,
concluded,
Whipple
Mr.
"Thanks to the outstanding
work of Dr. Lancaster and
Vice Chancellor Ayres, we have
every expectation of meeting
our projected goal this year."
,

The Committee has looked
into procedural changes other
than the proposed time change.
hil;
the possible changes
are:
1) Giving people the
option of declining the gown.
option,
however,
is
(This

Committee::

already

Am

available),

2) limiting

membership by using
We,

Gowns-

the Older
were distressed to learn
that
might
be
this committee
steered
away from looking at
fundamental reform of the stuof

of

men,

Sewanee because
consuming
and

members

of

the

1 )it

time

is

some

2 )

committee

of
the
opinion
constitutional
revision
pass".
Therefore
that
this

are

that

stricter

election

for

criteria
the undersigned members

of

The committee
members.
hopes to present proposals for
changes at the next
the
O.G..
meeting.
of
However, committee member
Laurie Lou Saxton said, "I
don't think procedural change
will solve the problem, it goes
deeper
than
that."
these

\
needed." The t>OG has
finally emerged victorious. Utilizing a single scrap of paper bearing the
scrawled out name of BUI Gilmer, one of the devoted FOG followers managed to place this nomination in the Deans of Students office before 1 2
noon, Nov. 22
So BUI Gilmer (seen here in his full and mighty frame of
five feet, tour inches-including three inches of beard, as he overturns whit
taylor, outgoing editor, in a display of journalistic tradition practiced by
the PURPLE) is the PURPLE'S new editor for Spring Semester '78.

eloquent statements with glossy photographs

.

GOOD LUCK SUCKER

"would
we urge

not

the

revision

If you wont

revision

(if

November

meeting, a group of

members were concerned

OG
that

is

7 signals

indeed

of cancer...

seems

to be able to locate a
constitution to revise) will not
be construed as an attack upon
the Order of Gownsmen.
That
is
hardly our purpose.
We feel
that
the Order of
Gownsmen
is
an appropriate and desirable
vehicle
through
which
to
recognize
students
for
their
that

it

provide

services

and

community
Order

Ton probably have
the 8th.
1.

to

the

at

large.

Gownsmen

of

the

that
of

activities

are

We

merely

in breast or elsewhere.

O. Indigestion or diffi-

the

possibUities

culty in swallowing.

many

governmental
and varied.

6. Obvious change

basis

8. A fear

HOURS 12:30 to 5:00 PM
TUESDAY through SATURDAY
GEORGIA AVE.

JOIN THE WINE CLUB AT

VALLEY LIQUORS
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS
COWAN ROAD, COWAN, TENNESSEE
967-7063

cough or

of

cancer that

detecting cancer at

early stage.

when
able.

it

is

A

an

stage

highly cur-

Everyone's afraid

onLnHniUnno
SANDWICHES

COFFEE TEA CHEESES
RECORDS
PAPERBACKS
BEER-DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

GOURMET FOODS

of legitimacy.
We
asking anything radical,
ve are asking that this

scare you to death.

s

'

I

American Cancer Society

OPEN 1 1 :30 AM - MIDNIGHT
CLOSED ON SUNDAY
IN SEWANEE CALL 598-5774
,

of

our

culture

I

of cancer, but don't let
it

nainstream

j

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

INQUIRE ATI

can prevent you from

G.P./

of

THE LCIflOn ffllfi
CANDLES * PLANTS * BASKETS

hoarseness.

body?
It
is
our feeling that
suggestions to change the
time
of meetings, to give people the
option of doclin'ne the gown,
etc., do not get at the heart of
the
matter.
A body which
the

*

SILVER JEWERLY * NEEDLEWORK
UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH SEAL IN NEDDLEPOINT

in

wart or mole.

and

7. Nagging

POTTERY

bleeding or

^.Thickening or lump

ask
that
this
the
Order of
Gownsmen
consider
the
governmental functions, of our
body.
Are
they
really
appropriate?
Do
they
p' lengthen
or
weaken
the

committee

sore that does not

discharge.

Sewanee
The
be

could

in

here
is
outside

bowel or

in

3. Unusual

promoting interests
in
academia
through
lectures,
symposiums, etc.
The point
effective

Change

8. A

achievement.
We feel
could
be
effectively

academic

!

CHRISTMAS SHOP AT:

readthese

University

com-

mittee that he feels that "the
OG should have more power so
people will care more than
they do."
Dr. McCrady also
spoke of the past when all Student officers had to be members of the OG, and when the
gown wasn't awarded solely on
Members were then
grades.
elected by committee. Dr. Mc-

McCrady

come from

government."

representative

tional revision

Dr.

These

of sources including
alumni, parents, and friends of
the University. They range in
variety

of
$50,000.
The
upward
Episcopal Church is expected
to raise about a quarter of the
necessary $1,150,000 this year.
The program, which has

at this point,

felt

the solicitation of

gifts

our

was mandated in the resolution
which created the Committee.
Those OG members presented
the following statement at the
open meeting of the Review

cluded.

Crady

Dr.

It is

these unrestricted gifts that the
Million Dollar Program seeks.

Evaluates Operating Procedures
from

At the November meeting
of the OG, the Review Com
m Lee presented a motion to

things

areas

gifts."

friends everywhere I do not
know to assist the University."
In performing this service for
the University Dr. Lancaster
will join vice-chancellor Robert

other medical services while hospitalized, such as

(cont.

various

educational funding necessary
balance the budget.
to help

comes from
The remainder
endowments and unrestricted

"My role is to rally Sewanee
men and women everywhere
whom I know and Sewanee

be necessary.

OG

the
"dinner
with
chancellor" program arranged
by
Sewanee supporters in

"Sewanee

stated,

we (the University) are in very
pressing financial straits. Yet
especially at this time, with an
acting vice-chancellor, we need
to assure the future of Sewanee
and
the
viability
of
its

in his office,

contributors

The

by the

not

is

fees will be covered

prospective
a
together
is

getting

and
director of development for
the University of the South,

depends on the Million Dollar
Program for its life. Presently

available to offer

Students are urged to use this facility

health care.

when

the

in his office,

fundraising
Ayres
in
M.
major
campaigns
in
metropolitan areas.
A popular method for

Frank Greskovich

following schedule for medical services :

*

f

.
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INTERVIEW WITH REP. ALBERT GORE,
mistakes have been corrected and the relationship

speeches

is

One thing that is involved here is a
long range trend towards increasing power on the part
of Congress at the expense of the Executive branch.
excellent now.

and

relation

branch

had

I

grown

overly

powerful

GORE:

serve

look

I

Beard

at each issue individually

indexing provision on the

number

large

and weight
voted against the common

I

for example.

bill,

to hold the line

War Powers Act.

Many measures have been taken which

speaking

the

prohibiting

strikers,

situs picketting

were taken to increase the power of Congress
and decrease the power of the Executive-such acts
the Budget Control Act and the

I'm

against

against

the merits of each issue.

in

to the other branches of government and

steps

as

indicated.

vote

vote

food
your vote for the Labor Reform
Act. What do you have to say about that?
stamps to

mean is that after Vietnam
many people realized that the.

what

after Watergate,

Executive

have

your

of

Amendment, your

I

say long range but

might-

particularly

JR

on tax

voted against the

I

minimum wage
increases.

bill.

voted

I

voted against a
spending measures to work toward

of

I

balancing the budget. Those are only a few examples
think that if you look at the entire record

to

produce confrontations between the Congress and the
Executive Branch in ways which did not occur in

and

I

instead of taking two or three votes you'll see that
do judge each issue on its individual merits. We've
cast 670 roll call votes this year, more than ever
I

years past.

The Congress has more power than

it

used

to and this gives an illusion of greater discord than
fact there really is.

PURPLE:
Rep. Albert Gore,

One

Democrats

speaks with a constituent.

Jr.

restore faith

Steve Lembesis

make

Rep. Gore, you campaigned for President
Carter, he's the head of your party now. What do you

made

GORE:

I

think he

's

president. He's

still

He's

rapidly,

learning

proposals he has

on

more

made

pieces

of

as
is

I

yearrhe's

am.

still

The

impressive.

We

proposed

legislation

taken some bold

initiatives;

of

by

we needed

our government.
several

feel

like

we

have.

times

I

I

have

made

he has proven to be the

meetings on

people are given the opportunity

if

When

up powerful forces
that too

is

in

the

to his

that happens, trust in

That's

encouraging participation.

PURPLE:
What about Carter's relationship with
Congress and especially Congressional leaders? We
hear an awful lot about his mistakes in dealing with

meetings and

of

Congress.
the

made

first
in

few months there were some

Congressional liason work. Those

I

think

PURPLE:

it

people have

more

a bit

Gore:

NIGHTLY

Harvard

Divinity

School and

Vanderbilt Law School.
The Lions Clubbers
come from Huntland,
I

Dec.

Dec.

4

(Sun.

)

3.00

Winchester,

had
Estil

Cowan,

and Decherd to Don's Steak
House in Decherd for the
annual Franklin County Lions
Club Dinner. The two men
next to me discussed UT
football --that it had been a
miserable year seemed to be
the consensus. There was a
moment of quiet as the guest
speaker entered the room.
Then the Lions and their
spouses
went
back
to
exchanging local news while
their young Congressman, Al
Gore, Jr.
greeted each and

PM

6&7
THE GROOVE TUBE

ONE ON ONE

Dec. 11 (Sun.)

Springs,

3O0 PM

,

every person seated in the
dining
room with a firm
handshake, a ready smile, and a
"Hi. How are you?" Many he

Dec 13&14

A BRIDGE TOO FAR

by name. He made his
the room and then
retraced his steps on the way
called

way around

Dec 15-17

ADULT

THE SPY

$2.00 TICKET PRICES:

BOOK OF TEN

WHO LOVED ME
CHILD

$15.00

!

o

particular

federal

grants

that your
(cont.

a district

room decorated

with orange, green and purple
streamers and yellow and green
crepe paper bails, about sixty
Lions Club members and their
wives munched on salad and
chatted
amiably
with
one
another while awaiting the
arrival of a 28 year old Harvard
grad, and one time student at

SEWANEE

of

on

on

p. 7)

Hardworking Congressman

Steve Lembesis
In

issues

workshops

energy

than your campaign

A

example, open
community. For

programs, loans and grants from the state
of
Tennessee. I'm having a workship January 7 on solar
and the problems people encounter, in

in

making process

commented

liberal

had

I've

on

I

be

things that

problems they face as they reach a decision about
whether they are going to college or not. We're going
to have people talk about what scholarships
are
available, what campus jobs are available,
work-study

has been sucessful.

is

before.' For

a regular basis in every

workshops

do

what

restored.

experimenting with various ways

Some

voting record

UNIVERSITY AVENUE,
P.M.

is

Congressman can

a

to innovate and

,

colleagues in the Congress have been doing

SEW4NEE LNI€N
THEATRE
SHOWS AT 7:30

is

of

to

asked to play.

is

programs, on the problems that small businesses
face.
On December 1 I'm holding a workshop for all high
school seniors in the District to talk
about

President Carter has had two or three open

involving the public in the decision

and
In

mistakes

my

that.

government

role

done

been

concern.

key to it-providing for participation and
I've been doing that, many

th.e

credit.

GORE:

haven't

the

I've tried

designed

is

two conceptions of

representative

a

that

example,

The

me and

believe

expanded.

and suggestions about how
we can
improve the operation of the federal government.

steadily for the last thirty years. That's to his credit.

fact that he has riled

the role that

have found that

to participate, they will do so. If they find a handle
on the door, they will open the door and come in as
American citizens to full participation in democracy.

first president to face up to the energy problem
even though the energy problem has been growing

democracy

Representative

create a tension between those

I

very

process does not surprise

GORE:

a personal

to reaching this goal. In the process I've

offer their ideas

the

He has

basis of ideology.

of these things?

think

I

on the whole

at the record

analyze each issue individually and

How do you perceive your role as a
Congressman? As a leader on issues or as responding
to what your constituents want? Is it a combination

the

any progress has been

that area?

Yes,

I

PURPLE:

heard you

during

you look

if

you'll find that

do not vote on the

to

views on the issues being debated by Congress, and

have acted

lhan any Congress in recent years.

president

trust in

before, and

campaign themes of the

had 190 open meetings where the public is invited to
come and participate, express their opinions and

learning.

number

the

statement

Do you

commitment

proving to be an excellent

in his first

in

GORE:

think of his performance as president?

and

that

campaign.

PURPLE:

of

the last election was that

in

in

to the head table, greeting now
those who had come in behind
him.

Congressman Gore was in
the midst of a characteristically
busy day in his sprawling
Fourth Congressional District,

which contains the 25

counties

through

stretching

Middle

Tennessee

Kentucky

from
to

line

the
the

Alabama line. He had come to
the dinner from an "open
meeting" with his constituents
in Beersheba Springs. It was his
190th
such
meeting
since he took office less than
a year ago, he told his audience
after-dinner remarks.
»~es
wai
While
the
empty salad bowls
and replaced them with steaks
and baked potatoes, one of

in

collected

Gore's

Carey Wofford
shoulder
he had a phone

aides,

tapped hin
and told hi

the lobby. Gore's caller
informed
him
that
the
Tennessee
Valley Authority
(TVA) planned to file suit the
next
morning
against
the
call

in

international

The

suit

is

uranium

cartel.

of special interest

to the

young congressman,

Gore

a

is

member

for

of Oversight

d Investigations, and Energy
and Power, two of the most
aggressive
subcommittees of
the

Interstate

and

Foreign

Commei
Committ* s. In his
bcommittees, he
had heard a Gulf official adi
that his company had been
involved in price fixing on the
international uranium market,

When Gore's
turn at the microphone arrived,
he called Gulf "a corporate
Patty
Hearst."
During late
ire had brought the
albeit reluctantly.

For

his

hearings,

hearings to Tennessee.
performance in these
a
conservative

Knoxville
newspaper
had
bestowed upon him therank of
"pompous populist."

During the course of his
speech, in which he told his
constituents that an energy
program was the top national
priority and urged them to
commit
themselves
to
conservation "like the Lions
Clubs committed themselves to
Helen Keller in 1925."
revealed to his audience

he had learned

Gore
what

earlier in

the

evening on the telephone. It
certainly must not have been
unusual
for
these
Middle
Tennesseans to hear a Gore
talk about the TVA, energy,
cartels. After all, many of
these same Middle Tennesseans
had been mainstays of the
support
for
the
young
presentative's father, former
Senator Arbert Gore, Sr. (the
used not to be necessary —

and

In 1970 when -Senator Gore
lost
to
former Republican
Senator and now Republican
National Committee Chairman
Bill Brock, it was the folks
from Franklin County and the
Fourth Congressional District
who responded to the "old

grey

fox's"

Republican
insensitive

charges

that

opponent

facilities in

to public
general and

particular.

It

(cont.

wasn't
i

P-

11)

his

was

power

TVA in
enough.

.

'
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Stye jSefowwe Jurpli

Auden's For The Time Being' Premiers Tonight
of
only
platform

There are no stage or
Mulkin
directions.
foresaw this problem and his
primary concern was to emphasize action and drama rather
than a recitation of a poem.
All Saints Chapel serves as
the scene of the play which is a

poem.
Elizabeth Brailsford
The Purple Masque presents
W. H. Auden's "For the Time
Being" December 2 and 4 at
Jim Mulkin,
8 300 pm CST.
creatively
has
director,
of
elements
all
combined

human

artistic

endeavors

in his

interpretation and production
play.
the
Auden was a poet, and the
play is in the structure of a

of

lighting

The scenery

A

steps.

stands in the
wooden
The
center of the top step,
simplicity of the settinge: npha-

the play enter in a process
. ...d'drumsrarid'their
hant" echoes off the stone
Their voices range from
trails
to whispers, a device
w hj c h gives the play a great
In the first
deal of emotion.

ligion.

scene

the

Darkness

consists

cept for a small yellow light
glaring on the platform and
which creates a sense of
The characters of
suspense.

and
majesty
symbolism of the church itself.
The play is a play of ritual held
building which stands for
the supreme ritual of
sizes

a
or
oratorio,
Christmas
composition of voices and
music telling the story of the

Nativity.

plywood

gray

a

with
cross

fills

the music, lighting and
voices fill the audience with

the church

S^^cZES.*^
dance-like
characters
ritualistic

procession of the
the
heighten
to
atmosphere of this
scene,
candles,

opening
Costumes,

sculpture and toys serve as
syi bols and introduce other
artists* creations to the •itual
of human life illustrated in the
The Chorus dresses in
play.

black shrouds to proclaim the
"coldness of heart" and that
"ice condenses on the bone."
A black cloak thrown at the
the
remains
which
cross,
central symbol of all action,
disperses

the

Chorus.

fearful

The Wise Men wear embroidcape s and carry white
These
objects.
sculptural
objects a e chaotic a
s tract and emphasize the sense
of uneasiness and disorder in
the play. Play is given a ritualered

Purple Masque casts acts out rituals of

human

"For the Time Being.

life in

Cleveland Quartet Performs 'Middle
Our concert was very good, all
John Michael Albert
As the first quartet
this aside.
We owe it to the great Clara began, it was apparent that the
performers
Schumann, wife of the composer warm-up which the
taken before the concert
j „.!»;„
and famed had „
(Robert) »„H
critic /n„h„il
and
„ with velncUnc<!
taking
pianist in her own right, tor
movement was
Th(
first
tablishing the custom of all- beautifu i an d technically precise

^

,

,

She had and j neV er have heard a group
'he courage to take Beethoven mor e in tune. It was dazzling,
out of the Romantic classrooms There was something lacking,
noticed that the
I
and present concerts and concert though.
filigree belonging to the
series based on his works alone classical
mechanical.
was a bit mechanical,
The Concert Series offering of «'*' violin
;emi-sweet schlag
was not
the fifteenth of November cer- ll
J™
should have topped such
which
excellence
confirmed
the
tainly
luscious Viennese Sacher torte.
a~~ »
oft u
her judgment.

Beethoven concerts.

•

MUST when

I

first

heard

The

that the concert was going to hv
all-Beethoven, I was put off.
sounded boring. Thewhole ide,
seemed too traditional; am
besides, I had traveled mile
since the great middle B was m;
favorite composer.

-p«,^"^d-w^

'''bear-d

program
that the all-Beeth*
was selected over a varied pro-

difficulty

cleai
a questic
time and clearly

be,n *

w rm „

^J* }
conc

«* *
each

'

gram of Beethoven, Brahms, and that
Prokofiev.
latter

I still

would

of

,

still

movement began

better choice.
,t
of the museum and
It certainly is not a question music
among the living, but
of quality or consistency. In the P'i
hanriK nf'th* riovpland Quartet I there are certain conventions
continue to be obwhich
must
im Jine even
r«n
ever
the
tne
ie:*er
leaser
imagine
can

worksof thereperto.re suchas
Chrysanthemum
the Puccini

^

^^

Sewanee (isn't it in our Credo
somewhere?) are along the lines
of a varied exposure. As long as
we have groups such as the
Cleveland Quartet which can
handle this variety with expertise, we should avail ourselves of
Should we be
their talents.
tempted again to opt for an "allanybody" concert, which admittedly has its advantages, perhaps
should be so extravagant as
to go for a double-header: unity
one evening, variety the next,
of
Enough
editorializing,

emm
on

through
express
dance. Dressed

stage

movemen t and

^

wmte arms

simple garb

stretched,
trate the

anxiety

fear,

out-

the characters illu,

human emotions

ot

and joy by the

" men
direction anc! moi
bodies and faces. Dance again
becomes a part of the ritual in
Playthe
The central characters of
the play are Mary (Melissa

Harrison), and Joseph (Alan
They serve as a
direction for the ritual of the
entire play. Their dilemma in
having to. bear this burden is

Whitehead).

emphasized through symbols
and music. Mary is dressed in
virgin white, yet Joseph cries
out from fear that in truth she
The Chorus,
s not a virgin.
j

dressed in white, proclaims the
possibility of redemption and
claps, sings,

and Joseph

and sways as Mary
join hands and are

united in acting outGod's will.
The play is symbolic and
structured. It is a rhythmical
play of words which, by the
skillfull direction and insight of
Jim Mulkin, becomes a play of

emotion and movement.

Man

the

.p. 12)

Short People Got

land Quartet

following tradition.

No Reason

To.

we fell. Looking about
on the ground, we were
astounded to see an amazing
number of small ones. The

stone,

Mike Edington

first

us

The News Editor asked,
Instead of "well, what sort of angle will
you take if you write this on
short
people?"

classical coolness, I was hearing
a lyric quality unfamiliar to me
in the recordings of this work.

'Almost straight down," we
After I had resigned myself to answered.
their interpreters' license, they
When we were told that our
movementthe
second
began
NEW
EDITOR was a Mr. G. ( a
between
clapping
PP B
mo v em ents of a faster than ever before and with notoriuSi
short
WatanUy
latecomers should what dazzling effect!
we knew that the
„ person),
The third, more "expansive
oruy at intermis.

d 2)
work
or the Verdi Quartet, coming to be adrnitted
life in a uniquely vibrant mans|ons or between works on the
ner. The needs of a school such program
as

Dr. Gilbert
the pulpit

The last movement, to
most deceptively simplr

would not immediately sensed that someThey were not
thing was awry

believe that the have understood that it is imbeen the proper
all for taking classical
*. a

narrator,

to give order and definition to
tne play as he tells the Biblical
story Q f the Nativity.
ciates what the characters

™„n

^ ™ "nTi

have

The

Gilchrist, stands in

goes through the conventional
the rituals of acknowledging the
Auden is
tne birth of Jesus Christ,
but the narrator and
test for this new saying,
rite moments in an extremely work,
Who can argue against white-cloaked Chorus assert
elegant work.
furth
The
must
go
that
he
of the the fact that it worked? They
The interpretat!
ts of the play's
positive el
"Serioso" quartet was a reve- had a new vision of the
message lie in man's attempts
especially in regard to ment which progressed
i ation
tion to through his art to reach what
It is linear fashion from
the outside movements.
material
transcends
his
a work where display of pyro- conclusion,
the existence. Mulkin directs his
>f
The, reappearance
technical skills on the part of
cast to "hold all that mystery
s seen,
each of the players must contri- "Grave" introduction
capitu- and excitement!"
The actors
structural
unity of not as a Haydnesque
D ute
to
Beethovian build and actresses, after six weeks,
Promethian proportions. (Sorry Iation but
Though clearly have filled Auden's work with
about the
th excess, but it is the to the end.
the
score,
the
"Grave"
in
sense
of
mystery
desired by
marked
truth.)
reappearance was taken their director and have added a
The
first Beethoven
... ...
....... quartet I. this
ana Ii sense of fear. The entire play
"Adaeio"
Aaagio , and
aimosi "Adagio",
taster, almost
can recall hearing is the Opus faster,
had always held a realized that here was the face of
,d
it
I
often the old familiar Beethoven of
fascination for me.
puzzled over the critical gene- the Middle Period,
eptional
I hope that th
rality applied to the late quartets

Theme and

Variations. It
has always been one of my favoin the

^ first quarter
an
the
inlei lor experience to that of the concerning their difficult, inacI
others, the blame can be placed cessible and craggy natures.
at the feet of the horrid applause heard no such here. (I did hear
which interrupted the move- them later, in the Grosse Fugue,
H

B'

inequality,as ch aracters praise
Caesar holding^ objects ^ .«o
th games— a mask, a
ciated
flags.
and
hoop,

pURPLE

lucky.

'

.

been an increasing
while
walking.
nt tos
one-sided and prejudiced. We
are well aware of the beneficial
services performed by short
people.
1.) They start wars;

Napoleon,
and
Alexander the Great were all
Hitler,

Now

than before, forced my mind io
ill be someone besides
reflect on the more excellent
dog (Raskolnikov) to
Both were violated and were interpretations of the third fish
the crumpled paper
responsible for a bit of conster- movement of Mahler's Fourth
t from under the desks
nation on the part of the Symphony. These are the rare,
pick up the fallen
.
and
to
Quartet which affected their child-like
v.s.ons
of heaven
es and paper dips m the
the
especially
in
ensemble,
which we experience so infre- office.
elegant minuette. Not much can quently in the arts.
But Mr. G (ah,.... we might
be done about spot light;
By this point, I realized that as well go ahead and say
blowing out at the wrong time
not
is
alone
in
quartet was being re-shaped Gilmer)
but we CAN show a bit of re the
Sewanee.
There are literally
hands
to
take
on
expert
these
in
finement when it comes tc
undreds of his kind crawling
a new but valid archetect
concert etiquette,
the campus. Just the
round
The first offering finished every bit as worthy of the ork ither day we had occasion
to
without further mishap. I was as the more traditional intt
over to Woods Lab.
troll
the tations by, for example,
delighted with
especially
ch
g upon a loose cobblevariation a la John Phillip Sousa Budapest or Yale Quartets.
,

result has
vigilance

2.) They keep the undersides
of tables free of gum and other

wastes.
3)

They

tell

you when your

pants knees need to be patched

and

when your elbows

are

The time has come for short
people to rise up ( a little
higher please— could you stand

on

a chair?) and fight for their

rights.

Remember, the only things
you have to lose are your platform shoes.

"

"
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BEHIND FAMILIAR FACES
""«Ni(!»m.itm.iMm«![niHH<m!MHimimiuimt.jiii
come in to his station. Rusty employee

graduated from the University
with an English major in 1973,
and traded in his coat and

the

when it was
Thompson Union

located in
Building.

Andy

Both women were born in
Sewanee and have family here.

Stephens
BUI

jeans and
Is.
He bought the station in 1975
from Cotton Terrill. ,vhoc
a bait and tackle shop
old
railroad stat
for

tie

although each has since lived
other places. Struck by an urge
to travel, Catherine joined the
Air Force after her graduation
L&N
from Franklin County High
Sewanee Market.
Mr School.
She remembers her
Terrill helped Rusty for half
three-year tour of duty as b. ing
year, introducing
"A lot of fun." Stationed briefregular customers and teaching
ly in San Antonio and Amarillo,
him the ropes.
Texas, she spent most of her
Arthur Long ambled over duty in Orlando,
Florida.
from
his
Fisherman's
"Working in the Air Force
Headquarters
to
change a was like any other office job.
twenty
and he and Rusty We worked from eight to four
talked
while.
Between
conversations, filling gas tanks,
and taking deliveries, Rusty
told how he came to buy his
station.

After

graduation

Rusty

became a photogrammeti
Birmingh:
dentifying good
timber plots by examining
panoramic ariel photographs

Mary A. King

„

Joe Reavis, nicknamed "Papa
Joe", is most noted as a member of the jazz group, "The
Sewanee Syncopators. "
The
original group was founded in
the
thirties.
"Papa
Joe"
occasionally
served
as guest

drummer

for

interested

in

forestry

and needed a job," he recalled,
"I even thought about going
to graduate school
Instead,
Rusty
bit, working for

back

which included Billy
DuBose, Bob Dilworth, Tupper
Saussy,
Jim
Harper,
Tony
Winters, and Whit Taylor.
The
Syncopators played for the
community and surrounding
communities until their disband-

group,

ment

now

nicest

member of our com-

a

place

he,

"It

ever

I've

is

the

but unfortunately so
miss out on it."
Papa Joe is working as an
engineer in
Tullahoma with
Arnold Engineer and Developfantastic,

which

A project on
has just completed

Center.

he

work involved a process never
used before.
t,1!f£ ~u!°l
fingerprinting a rocket's
pl\
so that the rocket can be recog-

nized.

In addition to music, Papa
Joe's hobbies include painting,
carpentry,
electrical
wiring,

working on the family
fixing

up

cars,

and

the house. Just recent-

he finished an entire room by
himself, and he is now planning
to add a deck onto one of the
bedrooms.
According to Papa
Joe, "I do a little of everything,
but nothing very well. " No one
ly

who knows him

believes

"they

brother Joe B.

ployed

this

get

Another delivery man brings
in

more

parts; Universal joints,
parts,
transmission

A

fluid.

muffler.

Rusty

talks

with him for
a while, too.
Is
Saturday
delivery
day?
"This happens every day,"
said Rusty, smiling. Changing
a wheel on a sharp red Camaro
a few minutes later, and Rusty
still says it has really been a
slow day.
Rusty 's father runs a service
station, of sorts himself.
Dr.
Leonard Russell, the University
Health Officer, is well known
to flu stricken students. And

cutting a piece of hose for a
big Ford pickup. Rusty says
business is good.
He talks
with the truck's owner.
He
is pumping plenty of gas, and
has
just
installed
a
new
car-wash
out back.
The
car-wash
runs
year
'round—except when it freezes
over in the winter.

Catherine
and Bonnie

they're

gambling,

armed
the

An

interview
with Rusty began in the garage
Avenue
of
his
University
station and ended under the
University.

hood of a Ford pickup.
hectic in between.

not
notorious
for
robbing banks or

violence.

Both

arm

women of the Sewanee community who are employed by

Rusty Leonard just may be
at his -Texaco station
than he was as a student of

It

was

animatedly to the people

who

Bishops'

Common Snack

Bar.

"People
teased us for a
while," comments Bonnie
who
has been married to Clyde
Payne
for eleven years.
she

worked
the

hat

in

the snack bar since
of the Bishops'
Catherine, married to

opening

Common.

Ray Guyear, has not on/v
worked for the new snack
Willie

Everybody calls him Rusty,
talking
enjoys
and
he

of the

the

Ruth
and her

\

"Good morning!"

She's Mrs. Annie Ray who
keeps Johnson, Benedict and
the Inn sparkling clean and
looking good every day of the
week. She works at Benedict
one-half day on Tuesdays, the
Inn
on Thursdays and at
Johnson the rest of the week.
Even with this work load,
Mrs. Ray is never too busy to
give your room an extra sweep
with
the
vacuum after a
popcorn party or to have a
little chat with you while she
works. Annie Mot ••> and Gu»
Salem,
both
of whom 'ive

Bonnie, also a Sewanee namoved to west Tennessee as
a young girl.. From there, she
agreed
on
their
and hermother moved to Indiana Johnson,
and returned to Sewanee in feelings for Mrs. Ray. Annie
1964. Married to Clyde Payne feels
that
She's
real
in 1966, the couple have two considerate of us" while Gus
children: Clyde, Jr., aged 10, "has tremendous respect for
and Barbara, six, both students her.. .she really loves her work.
There's nothing that you can
of Sewanee Public School.
Like
Catherine,
Bonnie ask her to do that she doesn't
enjoys working, and especially bend over backwards to do."
en;oyj
"meeting new kids." Annie added that "sometimes
When not working, Bonnie finds she does things that you don't
time for her favorite hobby, even ask her to do.
which is sewing.
Mrs. Ray lives in the same
Both Catherine and Bonnie house that she was born and
have noticed a change in atti- raised in, on the Sewanee
hides among Sewanee students, Highway 'towards "McTnteigTe"

admUsion of Her father grew up in Sewanee
He worked at the
as Catherine also.
buil- University driving a horse and
hasn't changed much" cart, carrying students' trunks,
over the past few years, she and then worked down at the
notes that the past notion of old train depot for several
especially since the

women. Although,

soys,

"The place (academic

dings)

Sewanee
a

bit.

elitism has

toned

down

bar

since its opening five years
ago
was also a snack
bar

but

<"«•

when you stumble out
dorm with your eyes

half closed she's not too busy
to give you a happy smile and a

cheery

are also emUniversity.

tive,

paid for this service, but
it
out of friendship for

the owner, and to
keeP Shenanigans a nice place.
"If you can't be good, be carepiece of ad-

hour of sleep, she's hard at
work, vacuuming and dusting.

the fact

sisters
Terrell,

Long

is

fill" is his favorite

halt

Later,

m

When

Her
Mrs. Ray was eight months
years.

old,

a
family
of
Bonnie remembers that stu- leaving
five
Mrs.
Ray was
dents of the past were "more children.
sophisticated" in
dress,
but thirteen yean old before her
seemed less relaxed.
Today 's father remarried and she recalls
students, they both agree, seem that all the kids had to"pi ten in
to find more time for parties and and help" to get things done.
Mrs R ay attended the old
extra-c urricular activities.
elementary school up on Billy
Goat Hill behind what is now
the Sewanee Market.
She
-

Jane Sample

What do Bonnie of "Bonnie
Clyde" and
and
Catherine
Guyear have in common? No,

busier

by

to

Andy

Richard,

,.

mountainitis

ary.

a while as a lifeguard and a
bartender.

does

,,,...
At
7:00 in the morning,
when you're grabbing that last

the

Catherine and her husband have
a son, Michael, aged 10, who is
a
fourth-grader
at
Sewanee
Public School. They are expecting their second child in Janu-

the

Jonathan Britten

the

attributes

that

Green and Susie

latter!

Rusty
Leonard

isn't

worked in the acquisitions department of the library, along

and

a nice place to

bounced

bly

Beth Royalty

in

it's

though he has never forcianyone.
Andy

cer,

Annie Ray

m

bars

he

also self-employed as a boun-

i

snack

me the real reason: "1
my people and I like my

like

she says, "myhusbandi,ad
tainitis."
Since her permanent
return
1963, Catherine

the

wife,

gave

come, so why not?"

Sewanee frequ

with

was because of
turned red and

if it

his

friends and

her job, and especially
be around the students.
She notes that former students
frequently visit her in the BC,

ignition

lived.

many people

ment

had weekends off." She
greatly enjoyed her tour of duty,
which
frequently
included
marching in benefit parades and
weekends at the beach.
At the end of her three-year
term,
Catherine married and
moved to Louisiana. She and
husband
to

Catherine's

When asked what he liked best
about Sewanee he replied, "The
best thing about Sewanee is the
music in the summer.
The
Sewanee Summer Music Program
is

°nd

last year.

munity and, says

why this 67-year old gentleman
frequents Shenanigans.
When
asked him

tikes to

—sometimes at Sewanee fraternity parties. Papa Joe said, "When

is

anyone who is a regular there.
Not many people know

enjoys

Papa Joe attended Murfreesboro High School and the University of Tennessee at Tullahoma.
He began playing in
groups while in college.
The
group played in different places

I used to play here I thought it
was beautiful, and would be a
nice place to live. " So Papa Joe

every
night
drinking beer,
shooting darts or talking with
his
friends.
That includes

Thompson Union building and
the Bishops' Common.
She

most recent

the

Willcox

The next time you're in
Shenanigans stop and say "Hi"
to Andy.
He's there almost

worked
at
the
Sewanee
Laundry, cleaning University
students' clothes for 34 years.
When the laundry burned she

came up to the University
where
she
for
babysat
different proft
e
an
,.^
working in the dorms
in 10
1973
Mrs. Ray says that the town
of Sewanee has changed a great
deal since she was young. She
.ays that is is much bigger now.

%

Her
daughter
lives
in
Tullahoma
and
has
three
children,
the
youngest
of
whom lives with Mrs. Ray and
goes to St. Andrws. Mrs. Ray
is the great -grandmother of a
little girl who was born last

Andy has lived in Sewanee
" n,s We. As a boy he helped
"" w "" S 0,f course. He soon
"""' t0 worh for tne Academy

fl
i

— ~tenance
:

'

1

c~~

"?."' !?" {?»?"*
He
" still" does

JJJTJ^
.v.*1975.
'"
Hired in
"'"
some work for
'

'

the

Academy,

such as lining the football field,
but mainly now he just enjoys
his retirement.

So if you're ever in Shenanigans for a Big Cheese or a beer,
look for he tall friendly-looking

man

with a sparkle

in his

eye and a beer in his hand. If
C
00 *
y
'
„°J„ ,f" ^l*'/!!;,,'
{^"fi^'TSES
for which he's
been' offered
$1000.
When you recognize
him, say "Hi, Andy".
Hell

^r"

CST
appreciate

it.

Clark
Francis
Whit Taylor
Residents of Tuckaway
have a walking, talking alarm
unfortunately,
clock
that,
almost never fails. Soon after
every semester's
start, Clark
Francis, janitor of Tuckaway
Selden
dormitories,
and
commits almost everyone's
schedules to his impeccable
memory. Whether the students
like
it
or not, he's there
grinning at your door saying
something
like,
"Get up,
turkey.
You'\
o'clock today and you slept

ugh

it

last

two

times,

fj™ ^ji
clark

/

you
.

sort of a student s
consistently
inflicts
u.^
feeling
of
scholastic guilt,
"I was really

comcience

u^

disappointed
when
they
carpeted
Tuckaway
this
summer," says Clark. "I used
to enjoy waking up the hungover ones by banging those old
fcont on p 81
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Christmas Compers.

AT WHITS END
The conclusion of any semester is nerve-wracking
illusDUgh for'most students, not to mention those
face their final
„ u us second semester seniors who
The
proof of scholarship— the comprehensive exam.
wonderfully set,
stage for this time of reckoning is
year when
drapped in academic intensity at a time of
brewing.
starts
coffee
the
and
flowing
the beer stops
the feeling of being
It is for some a time likened to
dropped into a pressure cooker or suspended upon
Simplex clock.
the moving hands of a Woods Lab
have conthose academics that have been put off

of the "time

to the consummative weight of comps.
as
Humanitarian implications recieved spotlight
of tremendous
~.
anguish
mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual
who
written
by
was
motion
(remember, this
comped-they knew more than the grapevine

had

whispers).

on

Dlt
Perhaps some of these denunciations were a
that enough
the dramatic side, but the point is

enough in
that the motion was accurate
portrayal of the weaknesses of comps to pass it at
that
May 12th meeting?
for
In essence, the resolution of this motion called

the fainter
electric pungency that overwhelms
butts. Juke
traces of 'sweated brows' and smoldering

(committee formed last year
composed of students, faculty, and administration) to
1977-78
initiate a study, planned for early this
academic year, for the purpose of re-examining the

the

anxiety than
devastating and incapacitating
These are our second
that as expressed above.
semester seniors who finish out their work during
individuals
the Fall term. They comprise the set of
who we sometimes call the 'Christmas Compers.

delivers
Yes, Santa comes early for these folks and
diplomas for all the good compees and crammers.
For the not-so-good compees and crammers, he de-

packaged demoralization and deflatedness— in
other words, reindeer dung in the ole stocking.
How could we allow the prospect of such selective
devastation to our students, especially when some
(as
face examinations developed as simple formality
comps are required by the Deans in some form,
livers

or flavor) while others are keel-hauled
through days of torturous orals and writtens? Well,
the Order of Gownsmen struck up this note of
academic conscious in its final meeting of last year
and it appears to have been to no avail.
Exactly what happened during that May 12th
meeting was that a motion was presented before

body by a senior who had just completed
comprehensives and who, ironically enough, had
achieved honors scores on those tests. It was a well
written and detailed motion questioning the value

Bakke.

The controversy focuses

the

of
"preferential

discrimination"

or

treatment" in the admission policies
professional
and
of
Universities
Allan Bakke, twice rejected
schools.
for admission to the medical school
of the University of California at
Davis, filed suit against the University.
He charged that the University's
compensatory admissions program for
constituted
students
minority
in
invidious racial discrimination

Protection
violation of the Equal
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Specifically, Bakke claimed that his
academic qualifications were superior
to those of several minority students
who were admitted. The California
admissions program reserves sixteen
each entering class for
places
in
The
students of minority groups.
California Supreme Court ruled in
Bakke's favor, and the University
Supreme
States
appealed to the United
The Court is expected to
Court.
announce its decision before the end
of its current term. Considering the
significance of the issues raised and the
ramifications that any ruling will
have for affirmative action, it is likely
that the Court will take some time
in reaching a decision, possibly not
before early summer of 1978.
During the 1950's and the 1960's
the civil rights movement in the
United States struggled in the Courts

the r«°mm<madministration of comprehensives. If
presented in the
dations don't sound similar to those
O G. motion that I described, don't spend too much

happened

in

that

time wondering what the heck
example of how
Its just one more
translation.
desigstudent opinions as expressed through their
mutations
undergo
D.A.)
O.G.,
(i.e.
apparatuses
nated
into very
and conversions until they have adapted
envioronment
palatible forms suitable to their new
administration.
at the hands of the faculty and
be
these recommendations deal with might

What

considered a step in the right direction in making
comps more uniform in application among
with the
various departments. It does not deal

honors

the
inequalities between departmental comprehensives
any evidence
at any other level nor does it provided
of the comprehensives' ability to "pull it all together"
be.
to
purpose of design appears
their
as

The faculty moved to endorse these recommenwhen they will go
dations and from there who knows
announcement of the
into effect or when a formal
doesn t
change will be made to the student body. It
difference actually because only

make

much

that

Committee
those students on the Curriculum
say in the matter in the first place.

had any

superficially anyway, that Honors
meet some common grounds of adminis-

appears,

It

Comps

will

tration

among

"practical" to

the various

departments when

it is

as

do so. But what about those questions
Ordedr of Gownsmen

goals

year concerning the 'below the surface' nature of comprehensives in terms of their actual effectiveness of
design and consistency of administration? It appears

administering comps so as to make them less pressure
ridden and more uniform among the academic depart-

ignored for one reason or another.
maybe last year's motion was buried (as has happened
so many times before) in the annual transition of the
"Order of Gownsmen's membership and direction of

ments."
That was

become of
lieve

What has
all at the end of last year.
these proposals? As far as 1 know (and beI have had particular interest in

me, as a senior

finding out) the only discussion of comprehensives by
any committee, organization, rally, pub congregation,
pack of dogs or otherwise has been the recommendations suggested by the Curriculum Committee
which were presented to the Oct. 19th meeting of the
college faculty.
task assaigned to

Gownsmen

of

last

the Joint Committee and the
the 'influential' Order of
Has there been any Joint

them by
year?

Committee established, this year as incoming O.G.
president Steve Jobe stated that there would be in
response to that very specific question asked by a
senior member of the Gownsmen at that eventful

May
At any
a bent

of

raised by

that

these

serious

last

have

inquisitions

been

flatly

Then again,

—

concern one more of the numerous dead-echo issues
rebounding on the walls of Blackman Auditorium.

The recommendations of

the Curriculum

Com-

mitee are as follows:

To have an oral exam as a part of all Honors
Comprehensives.
When practical, to invite an external examiner
to attend the oral part of the Comprehensives.
(iii) This external examiner to be, generally, from
another department of the University and to
have some interest in the student's field of

(i)

rate,

study,
(iv)

meeting?
12th
the Curriculum Committee has taken

own in it's presentation to the faculty
really fancy suggestions for reworking the

all it's

some

the

(ii)

What has become of

fashion

v.

Committee

The
and effectiveness of comprehensives.
feeling at that time, as was expressed in the resolution
of the motion, was that this committee should
consider either abolishing the comprehensive exam
requirement completely or "reforming the system of

more

States Supreme Court
recently heard oral arguments in the
case of The University of California

its

the Joint

solemn
boxes hold no tune and stand unplugged in
some passing
silence as if in respectful observance of
winds.
unsung dirge carried by the crisp December
Oh but I have lost track of the purpose of my
I'm far too engrossed in setting the stage.
editorial.
who, at
Let's get back to that handful of individuals
even
close of every first semester, can relate an

The United

...

.

felt

smell of caffeine permeates the air with

Dr. Robert Keele

—

comps wer„

milemost devoted ears. Overdue books are piled
Reserved readings are
high on the front desk.
the
(Scarcely left the chance to grow cold from
pages. And of
lingers flipping madly through their
than
course the Xerox machine is reproducing faster
it at
lynch
would
students
a herd of rabbits (and the
five cents
the first of impotency-after all, its getting

National Affairs Analysis

terms of format, breadth

(in

It also contained a serious inquisition
into the practical aspect of comprehensives as to their
actual ability to integrate and pull together previous
A
course work into one cohesive understanding.
stronger attack on the institution of comps at
Sewanee written into the motion was presented in
previously
of
value
divested
subsequent
the
terms of
earned passing grades in individual courses in regards

and timing).

occupations,
present possibility of academic holocaust.
The scene at duPont is of entirely rennovated
to their
appearance. Socialites are saying 'shut up'

the O.G.

all

various departments

mercilessly haunt
gealed into macabre scepters that
sharpen the
;hose precious few sleeping hours and
suddenly,
>dge of that subdued wakefulness. Quite
obstacles after
relationships are transformed into
academic prebeing strained through fine webs of
desperately designed to forstall the ever

The

re-

seniors of the College to pass comps in
There were specific
their major field of study.
problems concerning the administration of the
comprehensives outlined in the body of the motion
that included a citation of the inequalities existing
between the exams faced by students among the

quiring

All

'lot!).

honored Sewanee tradition" of

invite a member of another University to
be the external examiner is a good thing and
is to be encouraged, but it must be done at

To

minimum

cost.

(cont.

on

p.

12)

Reverse Discrimination Contested

and in Congress to achieve the removal
of racial barriers which had impeded
opportunities for full political
and social participation by minority
To a large extent these
groups.
The federal
endeavors succeeded.
government and the private sector
conscious of the
increasingly
became
effects of past discrimination, and
both began to adopt and pursue
policies designed to encourage a larger
representation from minority groups
government, business, and the
in
action
Affirmative
professions.
effort
This
spread.
programs
encountered opposition from persons
preferential
that
claimed
who
treatment based on race amounted
Others
to reverse discrimination.
insisted that classification by race for
benign purposes was both necessary
and desirable if the objective of a truly
open society was to be realized.
Thus far the United States Supreme
Court has not come to grips fully with
the permissible scope of governmental
or private action to foster equal
educational opportunities. The Court
declined to rule on the issue of

the

"reverse discrimination" in an earlier
case in which a challenge was made
against an admissions program similar
to the one being contested in the
Bakke case. Marco DeFunis, a white
male, was denied admission to the
University .of Washington law school.

The law school's admissions procedv
be used
allowed different criteria
minority candidates,
evaluating
the
that
maintained
DeFunis
procedures and the criteria denied to
him equal protection of the laws.

Washington
Supreme Court
upheld the law school's admissions
The Court wrote in part,
program.
"It can hardly be gainsaid that the
minorities have been, and are, grossly
the
law
in
underre presented
schools-and consequently in the '-^al

The

state and nation.
We believe that the state has an
promoting
in
interest
overriding

profession-of

this

In
public education.
serious
the
of
light
minority
of
underrepresentation
schools,
law
the
in
groups

integration

in

and considering that minority groups
participate on an equal basis in the tax

we find
the state interest in eliminating racial

support of the law school,

legal
public
within
imbalance
compelling."
be
to
education
Nonetheless the judgment of the state
court was stayed and DeFunis enrolled
By the time the case
in law school.
reached the Supreme Court, DeFunis
was in his last year of law achool, and
the Cqurt refused to pass on the merits
of the controversy. Instead the case
was held to be moot. Four members
of the Court dissented and argued

Only
for a decision on the merits.
Justice Douglas, however, discussed
the merits.
Essentially the same issue is now
before the Court in the Bakke case.
Bakke argues, as DeFunis did, that
race should not be a factor in a
admissions
school's
professional
To the extent that Bakke
decisions.
was denied admission because of the
operation of a racially based quota

system, he claims that he was denied
As Bakke's
his constitutional rights.
attorney stated, "We do not believe
that achievement,
that intelligence,
that

ability

are

measured

by skin

pigmentation or by the last surname
of an individual."
The contrary
position was taken by Archibald Cox
for the University. Cox saw the case
as presenting a single vital question::
"whether a state university, which
is
forced by limited resources to
select a relatively small number of
well-qualified
applicants
is
free,
voluntarily, to take into account the
fact that a qualified applicant is black,
Chicano, Asian or native American
in order, to increase the number of
qualified members of those minority
for
groups trained
the educated
professions and participating in them.
Professions from which minorities

were

long
excluded
because
of
generations
of
pervasive
racial
discrimination."
Solicitor General

McCree agreed with Cox and argued
on behalf of the federal government
in support of the University. McCree
stated,
"The
United
States
Government has also concluded that
voluntary

programs to increase the
participation of minorities in activities
throughout

our

society,

previously

activities

closed to them, should
be encouraged and supported."
It is always hazardous
to predict
Supreme Court decisions, but several
options appear to be open to the
Court in the
present controversy.

(cont on

p.

7)
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(cont.
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the first place, the Court might
affirm the. California Supreme Court
and declare constitutionally invalid
an
admissions
policy
which
is
grounded on considerations of race.
Such a decision would unquestionably
make it more difficult for educational
institutions to increase significantly
the enrollment of minority students.
Another option would be for the
Court to follow the reasoning of the
Washington Supreme Court in the
DeFunis
case
and
sustain
an
admissions
program
designed
to
increase minority representation as a
legitimate state action in order to
redress
past
racial
descrimi nation
In

against

minority

groups.

A middle course would be for the
Court to sustain, in general, the
California admissions procedures, but
to disallow a quota system per se.
Such
a
decision
would
allow
Universities
flexibility
in
their

admissions policies so long as they
did not establish a quota system
which guaranteed a certain number
of places to any particular group.
All of these approaches suggest
a decision based on constitutional
grounds. There is some evidence that
the Court may choose to decide
the case on statutory grounds. Shortly
after hearing oral
arguments, the
Court asked the parties to submit
additional briefs on the applicability

of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act
of
1964,
which prohibits racial
discrimination in federally supported
educational programs.

The

California

Supreme Court

cited this federal law
along with the equal protection clause

some attention
was given to Title VI in arguments
before
the
Supreme
Court.
Opponents of "reverse discrimination"
in

its

decision, and

believe

that

their

case

is

made

by Title VI.
Those who
defend the University maintain that
the Court could find that Congress
in passing the Civil Rights Act was
stronger

seeking to redress past discrimination,
and that the challenged program is
entirely consistent with that purpose.

EPISCOPAL AMBIGUITY
Kent McNeer

As

a
Episcopal

'loyalist'

Church,

in

the

have

I

looked

with sadness on the
many troubles which beset the
Church today.
The worst
problem it is facing is schism,
caused by the 'church' of St.
Louis.
The members of this
'church' feel that the Episcopal

Church
deserted

tradition

for

has
the

modern 'world In this article,
I hope to clarify a few things
which may be unclear
minds of many people.

in the

agree

with the 'church'
of St. Louis that many of the
recent
programs
of
the
Episcopal Church have been
I

questionable.
However, those
programs are not sufficient

cause to leave the Church. I
also agree with them in their
opposition to the ordination
of women, but not in their
methods of opposition.
Although the 1928 BCP is
a
very
of
beautiful
piece
litterature, it contains many
flaws,
some of which are
quite serious. It also contains

many

things

which

are

On Tuesday, December 6,
Der Deutsche Verein will celebrate Christmas with
" Weihnach tsfest".

The

its

annual

begin
at 7:00 p.m. in St. Augustine's
Chapel with a short service of

celebration

will

German Christmas songs and
readings from Luther's Bible.
chapel
Following
the
service, a Christmas party of
singing and dancing will be

contrary to 'catholic' tradition
to which the 'church' of St.
Louis claims to hold so dear.
The ,1976 PBCP, even though
imperfect,
it
is
is
more
'catholic' in its theology and
liturgies than the 1928 BCP.
An example of this is the
'passing of the Peace' which
has its origins in the early
Church.
The
Peace
is
permitted in the Eucharists
contained in the 1976 PBCP
but not in the 1928 BCP

consecration is a corporate act
according to the 'mind of the
Church
A service of
consecration
(or ordination)
must be expressive of the
'mind of the Church' in order
to
consecrate
another

Communion

one

service.

The logic of the 'church'
of St. Louis seems to be that
if a house (the Church) has
weakened foundations, then
the best thing to do is to knock
out the existing supports
The main problem facing
the 'church' of St. Louis is
a lack of a sufficient number
of bishops to continue a valid
succession of authority and
ministry.
The canons of the
Episcopal Church require the
presence of one bishop in order
ordain
to
deacons and priests
and three bishops in order to
consecrate
another
bishop.
bishops are required in
to
assure
that
the

held at 8:00 p.m. in the French

House.

Heir Lockard's

tradi-

"Feuerbowle" (flaming
punch) will be served, and
will be visited by St.
Nickola us and his rascal companion Krampus.
tional

All interested persons are
invited to share in these festivities.
Admission to the party
gratis to members of the
is
Verein, $1.50 per person for
all others.

only
with
the expressed
permission of the Pope, who
represents the 'mind' of the
have
Church of Rome.
I
learned
from
bishops (one

In any case, a Supreme Court decision
ba&ed on statutory construction is
subject
to
revision
by Congress.
Regardless of which way the Court
interpreted the statute, it is reasonable
to assume that some effort would
be made in Congress to revise that
interpretation.
Should Congress pass
additional legislation, further litigation
in the Courts could be expected.
It
is by no means clear how the Supreme
Court will dispose of the present case,
but the fact that the parties seek
judicial guidance is confirmation of
Alexis de Tocqueville's observation
a century ago that in the United States
"scarcely any political question arisesarises- that is not resolved sooner or
later, into a judicial question."

two

dioc

is a 'moderate',
a 'conservative', both
are loyalists) that the 'church

Editor-in-Chief Whit Taylor
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Albert
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Chambers) who is willing to
consecrate another bishop for
the 'church' and not thi
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is

(Rt.

by TIME magazine
and one Sewanee professor.
The House of Bishops declared
as claimed

Published
vacations

In closing, I would remind
the 'church' of St. Louis of the

in Acts 5:38-39.

of
human
but if it is
it will collapse;
from God, you will never be
them
down
and
able to put
you risk finding yourself at war
with God.

execution

is

like

to

correct

statements in the last
PURPLE's article concerning

In my story, it was
pointed out that the SPMA has
less than $1,000 for the remainder of the year, I also
stated this amount was more
than the organization had a
year earlier. In fact, the Popular

...For if this idea of theirs
(the Episcopal Church) or its

would

I

several

the

words of the Pharisee Gamaliel
(the teacher of Paul) as quoted

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

SPMA: ACT

,

trap that caught some
of their strongest opponents.

ten days during the academic year (except during
examination periods) by THE SEWANEE PURPLE.

Sewanee, Tn. 37376.

the 'ordination' (
invalid
eleven women in Philadelphia
in
July
1974 because the
service was not expressive of
the *mind of the Church'.
It is ironic that the 'church'
of St. Louis is falling into the

same

every

and

and production offices located on the second floor of the
Bishop's Common.
Represented for national advertising by National
Educational Advertising Services, Inc.
Advertising rates are available
upon request. Subscription 19 per year. Second class postage paid at
Editorial

SPMA.

Music Association has

signi-

ficantly more than $1,000 at
this point, and this is less than
they held the previous year (as
the larger Cowboy concert was
last spring, not in the fall).
Furthermore, the telex sent to
Variety Artists occurred during

the summer, not after the

fall

term started,

II
s

originially

reported.

Ms. Bryant of the SPMA
also denied sending a telex confirming the Mark-Almond Band
for $5,250, in contradiction to
two
knowledgable
sources
already quoted on the matter.
If
any
untrue
statements

appeared

in the article, it was
entirely unintentional.
I wish
to humbly apologize to all par-

concerned for such
ments in the story.
ties

state-
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Clark Francis

Jptc, <£tb or Joggerel

least

Edgar Allan Poetaster

know

Don't you fellows

History, Therulis Coatantie,

Bishop's

Common

at least

am

t

from Wher

I

:

:ould say THAT,
did at hear what thought heard - no SBwanee Gi
accompanying his good f
tor Markus, the new professor of English, w
jee, my venerable
Shop,
up the sidewalk to that gathering place of Sewanee's blue-stocking intelligensia, the Union Coffee
his peripatetic habitof
never far from the heels of my good Master, in hopes of soaking up wisdom from
recognized the capering
happened to observe this extemely unpleasant incident.
spouting knowledge,
-• Chip and Dale
- of the
professors
of
pair
unscrupulous
and
idividuals to be none other than that inseparable
English and Religion departments, respectively.
begun to mutter a string of
Therulis, for some inexplicable reason, had turned a deep shade of purple, and
the fall of
rascally scamps
:oherent phrases under his breath. "Despicable ... no respect for the rules
through communion like a
the Roman Empire ... the ruin of All Saints - they sit in the choir stalls and chatter
rogue
.why one of them lives in a hamburger stand - the other is a cocktail
couple of chipmunks
Therulis.
interrupted
quietly
and
now
he
time
for
some
Markus had been twitching his mustache thoughtfully
basically
"Now Therulis, don't be so extremely angry with these fellows. Be a bit more moderate. You know,
the University. But rules have always
agree with you about the need to respect the rules and the traditions of
mischief. Though
been broken and always will bB broken - you'll drive yourself mad if you rage over every little
and cannot condone the actions of these two scamps, it does seem
it is never right to irresponsibly break rules,
the means to the endof good conduct and
to me that rules are not the ultimate end of conduct. They are merely
is not something that
therefore should neither be arbitrary or inelastic. The end of the rules -good conduct
a spontaneous and
can be totally defined by the rules. Genuine good conduct, in fact, seems to issue from
know what
impulse. But that is a very shaky subject, and in truth, Therulis, am not sure
I

certain that

I

I

I

m

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

family owned.

inexplicable

em

human

I

I

me

Forgive

talking about.

for talking in circles,"

his Cushan-like chest
But Therulis was not listening. He was stilt muttering angrily under his breath and
roller-skating on top of Carnegiel
"Folk-dancing in the chapell
swelled
ith each new phrase:
head had disappeared around the t
Then
womanizing in the cla:
ity i!
that V
,Ther
gazed after him sadly, shook his head, and muttered, "It does
Chip and Dale do have some morals. In short, the character of
a kind of mischievousness in itself
(irresponsible at time- and issuing from an original and genu
is made up of a respect and a neglect
udge.
moderate
other times) of the rules of conduct. Every man, therefore, should be
.

.

.

<

\

,

:

.

.

impulse

.

at

the conduct of others.
Later that afternoon

Modernicus and Pedanticus wet
By the way Markus twitched hi
his

mumbled

above the

rustling of the

oak leaves

down

was sure

I

I

was

Quadrangle.

I

in for

an educating disc*
back agai

settled myself

reasonings as faithfully as possibl
.

.

i

)

i

dart

and the

haggling as usual over the respective vices of the ar
-nustache,
ter of the

began to takB

Off

was walking thoughtfully through the Quadrangle

Marku

modern poetk

He began to

circle ths

le sturdy old trunk an
they were barely perceptibl

.

-harmonic compromise
seems to me that was mistaken whBn aspired to hit the Golden Mean a
thought could resolve al
encompassing the most notable of the Ancient and thB ModBrn ideas.
e gentle
goodness that
the tensions between the two camps by extracting the quintessence of each. Thank
man can admit his mistakes. simply didn't know what was talking about.
truly contraries. There
"it seems to me that the Ancient poetic and the Modern poetic are not
two polarities common to all good poetry, ancient or modern: rules of the craft and freedom fror

"Hmm

-

it

I

1

I

I

I

craft

- the measure of hard work and the mystery of inspiration.

"These two tensions are never really resolved in a poem, and yet one can't do without the other,
freedom from the mjIbs without the rules, or the rules without freedom from the rulehit the
kind of balance, one you are always seeking for but never sure you've got. Yoi
exactly, but you seem to get closer each time and R ICHAR in wisdom than David's SON Solomon.
"You know. In the history of poetry, some poets have contended that they are wholly
rules of the craft - Poe and Ovid, for instance. And yet Shakespeare
Hamlet, that the end of art is not completely encompassed by the means;
can't have

You would

play upon me,

you would seem

to

humor

.

that

quit.

just

to Shakespeare's Falstaffalways having something to say
to anybody who will spend a

him

moment

to listen.
the
uncanny
has
to pick out those who

Clark
ability

not very pleas3nt "morning" people (and there iire
are

many
them

Tuckaway

in

He

Selden).

and

ribs

they

until

and
josteis

surrender at

from

p.

3)

installing

energy

I'm

workshop

solar
having a

units.

on

the problems that
our handicapped citizens face.

March 25 on

know my

don't see the role as a
static one. I think it can be an
innovative role. The equation
So,

I

.

between

the history of poetry have claimed to be wholly in the camp of "freedom from the rules of the
def
craft". Wordsworth is an example. Yet Coleridge would remind us that this is too an impossibility. He
the concept of an organic form necessary to every good poem:
in

i

of true genius dare want Its appropriate form;
neither indeed is there any danger of this. As it must not,
so neither can it be lawless. For it is even this that constitutes its genius - the power of acting creatively under laws
of
i ongir

great deai."

When asked about the
renovation of Tuckaway, Clark replied that he
thought it was a nice improveas
to
ment. "^Questioned
whether this beautification of
recent

Tuckaway -- carpets, etc. -meant more work for him,
Clark just kinda grinned and
his head.

...

shook

Clark has to work double
this year as janitor of
both Selden andTuckaway. H e
regrets that janitors and maids
e somewhat underpaid,
having to
dering that
duty
down
>uble
hold
shortage of
because of
shifts

Univei

help.

in respect to their number of
years of employment, but I do

enjoy
-

t

representative's

the

analysis of the information pre-

sented

on

the

floor

of

the

House of Representatives and
the analysis of what the major
majority opinion would be in
the District

But

think

I

it

goes

to

come

Review Course

JESUS

.

Markus finished

his

mumbled

reasonings, stopped his circling, and

moved

off across

take in Atlanta in

3 to 5 days
For information write:
Terry Jones

P.O.
Art.

the Quadrangle.

Box 77034,
Ga. 30309

phone: (404) 8742454

TO THIS DAY I REMEMBER THAT FEELING
For Monique April Douglass

SONNET FOR MY MOTHER
My

u

If In a plan.
Quite neu my love, and
At the kitchen stove where I often found her
Standing there like a horse, ruffled with laughter,
in her English hand.
helplese
quite
steak
and
Scotch

mail but a tender hand
quaint birds which surround her
She b a procession no one can follow after
Except as a little child trailing after a brass band.

Irresistible as

To lame dogs and

She win not glance up at defeat or condescend
To lose spirit and scuttle to some cellar.
But make her funny way through with lissome

Whom only faith can
O all my faith and all my
As she goes from day

and so
love to

I

art

sister

Rhone:

896-4375

TUESDAY NIGHT - SPAGHETTI NIGHT
THURSDAY - STEAK NIGHT
STEAK FOR TWO - S6.00

feed her horse.

While Father and I
Sigh at her
Tardiness and wait
In the car
To go to school.
The school isn't far.
But he drives us anyway.
I like ft that way.
The car coughs

I

TRY THE SALAD FROM OUR
FANTASTIC SALAD BAR

forth gray.

watch the fumes

Float heavily.
Languidly through

to day with

The

crisp, delicate

Morning and

Smoke makes
III

Shadows.

atmosphere

896-4059

AND VIRGINIA LOCKHART - MANAGERS

Thick smoke -

send

1

M. Anderson Douglass

BILL

With Jack's white., stiff
Tears. She runs to the barn

And spews

1507 East Main
Murfreesboro, Tn

THE
MONTEAGLE DINER

runs across

The bald, frosted field
Where the sun makes
Each blade of grass
Sparkle and glisten

To

to the District*

MEN AND WOMEN TO TAKE

."
.

when you

COLLEGE CAMPUSES FOR

are the elements of any good poem. The sonnet with perfect
In
meter is perfectly boring. And the modern poem that is without any kind of organic order or rule is perfectly
ridiculous. It's all so very simply; and yet ... I am not sure I know what I am talking about, t think I've got it
leaves rustled.

that

WANTED -

iMCAT-DAT

short, rules and freedom from the rules

and than

difficult to de-

study an issue carefully, you
have to be witting occasionally

i

The oak

is

That tension is a natural
one and a healthyone. I intend
to represent the views of the
people in these 25 counties.
fine.

No work

finally

work because the
make it all worth-

the

dents

while. "

Gore Interview
(cont.

you would pluck out the heart of my mystery, you
would sound me from the loudest note to the top of my
compass
.

p. 5)

the
m ntain
'Though
of
weeks
in
submersed
depressing fog and wet, Clark is
always around to relieve the
compared
have
Some
gloom.

MARK

stops,

Other poets

from

(cont.

green metal trash cans on the
hard tile floors when I emptied
them.
It made a heck of a
racket and popped open some
redeyes. Some students would
throw things at me to chase me
out."
For all that, Clark is one oi
those people with an indefatigable smile and

I

I

everything
his
"The students

Tuckaway
got
.»
up
a
collection
of
clothes
and
money that helped us out a

I

-

about

just

.

,

I

acknowledgemen;

have always been good and
Clark cites an
kind to me."
occasion when students really
helped him out in a time of
Three years ago his
crisis.
house in Decherd burned to
the ground. The fire destroyed

I

I

.

some

of a new day's commencement.
Clark has worked for the
University for some thirteen
years and says that he really
enjoys his work. It allows him
to be in contact with the stu"The students
dents' lives.

supposed to use the sidewalk," called the stately, penqui nish professor of
two scurrilous figures capering diagonally across the Reight f ront lawn of the
did not hear the sputtered reply of the two gentlemen
they had just come.

>u are

this cold

OPEN 6 AM - 10 PM
SUNDAY BUFFET 11-7
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SPORTS
SEWANEE VARSITY BBALL
SHOWS IMPROVED EFFORT
Blair Dickinson

The

Sidel

night,

class of

1966, headed the preparations

for the event.

Sewanee Tigers received coveted awards as they were
named to the all-CAC Football Team. Center Scott Anderson,
Five

cornerback Alan

Ehmling, linebacker Grayson Hall, wide reNino Austin, and guard Mike Marchetti were recognized
with this honor as a result of the fine talent and hard work
ceiver

they displayed

Women
hard

in

this season.

athletes have been devising strategy and

preparation for the

women's intramural

first

working

basketball

Hunter boasts a fine field of
which includes four ex-varsity women.
by enthusiastic and tall women, will also prove

players,

Benedict, led
to be a

Of course, the Johnson

strong competitor.

IM

holders of the

girls,

football crown, are always tough competi-

tion and should be contenders for the Championship.

Sue Dewalt

is

the IM director for basketball;

season for IM basketball.

support the IM program
a

It is

in its

important that the

growing years,

in

women

order to build

good foundation for a successful women's athletic program.
The Sewanee wrestling team has begun practice in prepara-

tion for their

1978 season.

this semester, the team,

Although they have no matches

under the direction of Coach Moore,

Putnam,

UTC in a practice meet on December 8. Tom
Tom Jenkins, Jack Hazel, and Pete Samaras are the

returnees

from

will

meet

last

year

November

the Trevecca

29th, against
Trojans here at

grabs

Juhan Gymnasium. The Tigers
have shown vast improvement
over
last
year
in
two
scrimmages
against
Motlow
State, and the annual Purple
and White game played last
week. The starting five from
last year's 9-15 team returns
intact, showing the extra year's
maturity. But the big surprise
year

this

be

will

with

Harry

the

Cash

sibly

at

exception of
center and

Southwood

weak

at

forward.
Millington
has
ated that he will go to his
bench often. Depth looks to be

who will

lead the

team

this season.

Doug

Psis,

Lambda

Chis, Phis, and Independents

League, while the Theologs, SAEs,

last year's
starting line-up. All are healthy
and as sharp as ever. Yet in the

game scrimmage against
Motlow State, which Sewanee
won
84-77,
Coach
Don
Millington
started
two
members of last year's bench,
Bill Cox and Tom White, along
first

freshman

Reed,
District

Kevin

guard

John Southwood and
AH-American Harry

Cash.

Cox, last year's third guard
always a fine outside

and

shooter,

has

shown

improvement

much
his

in

ballhandling ability. However,
White has shown the most

improvement from

last

year.

The 6'6" sophomore forward
has an excellent outside shot,

one

fine passing ability, sets
picks, and moves well

of the team's strongest
points, at least on paper.
Rob Jones, the 6'7" backup

without the bait (even in his
15 sneakers). Reed, a6'l"
guard from Ka nsas, display- a

center has proven himself more
than capable the past two
vear
He
will
provide

shows
good

Men's Basketball
7 JO p.m.
7 30 p.m.

December 6
December 9
December 10

Temple
Covenant

7:30 p.m.

December 6
December 9

at home
at Chatt.

Oglethorpe at Atlanta

made the
DKEs,
for the B

Chis and Phis comprised the roster

Temple
Covenant

at home
at Chatt.

December 2

Carrel
from
Southwestern.
Muckle and Cox at 6'2" are the
backcourt men on the

largest

team.

hitting the

2:00 p.m.

Vanderbilt at Nashville

Indys Win IM X-Country Meet

9IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

to snag
Indys.

Jeanne Dortch

Out of a field of nearly a
hundred
runners,
Bruce
Whitmore captured first place,
with a time of 14:23, to lead
the theologs to a respectable
place
in
the
IM
Cross Country Meet. Moulden
and Tucker finished fourth and
tenth
respectively
to
contribute to the seminarians'
third

The Independents claimed

John Wilson. The Indys will meet the Lambda Chis who had a
first round bye, in the semi-final battle.
The Fijis defeated the DKEs before being knocked out of B
League playoffs by an impressive SAE team. The SAEs also won

top team honors in the 2'^ mile
event, with a well balanced
running
squad.
Mike
Scarborough, Gary Rowcliff,
Mel Schulze, Robert Clemner,

over the Theologs by forfeit to advance to the finals in their

and Paul Erwin finished third
twelth, thirteenth and

bracket.

sixteenth

,

places

respectively

The

the

victory

rankings.

Chis

Emory

for the runners-up.
Frank Grimball captured
ninth place to lead the KAs to
fourth place, while Sut Watkins
carried the Fijis to a fifth place
finish by placing eighth. Frank
Marchman held the fifth place
spot for the Sigma Nus, who

The Chi

-

and

strong

but
it
also
in spurts.
greatest strength of this
year's team must again lie in
the inside play of the Cash
brothers.
The
two
from
Chattanooga both show a fine

sometimes goes sour

The

shooting touch, muscle on the

Lawson

sixth.

sometimes
lack
consistency
and tend to play well only in
spurts. Defense is characterized
by
tough
aggressiveness,

teamwork,
th-

George Weaver, and Jimmy
Hendrix
claimed
seventh,
eleventh, and fifteenth places

in

team excels in
and

shooting,

open man, but they

rebounding,

for

Lambda

supported
by
Lawrence's second pl»
placed a close second

came

Atlanta,

very
critical
viewpoint,
the Tiger cagers
be "either slow or small" in the
words of Coach Millington.
Speed
and
quickness
are
lacking
forward, as the
at
guards need help on the fast
break.
The
guards
will
sometimes
lack
size
in
attempting to check the likes
6*6"
of
guard
Mark
a

Overall, the

round of A League action, the Betas, supported by
Allan Ehmling and strong setter Pete Edwards, defeated both the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiini£

from

From

ballhandling,

Swimming

In the first

Faculty and the Phis to advance to the finals. The Independents
upset the Delts behind the tough playing of David Laude and

Ambrose
Georgia.

I

5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Fijis,

League playoffs.

aimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiii

,

Thoni return from

Women's Basketball

The race for the
intramural volleyball championship got
underway this week, and it seems to be a close one. The Betas,

Chi

Besides
already

mentioned
there are three
freshman guards, Philip
Burns from McGavock High"!
Nashville, Mike Denicole from
Orlando, Fla., and 6'1" Steve

Senior Co-Captains Harry
Larry Cash, Sophomore
Southwood, and Junior
guards David Muckle and Joe

tri-meet.

Lambda

Bethpage, Tennessee.
the
four
guards

and

Edwards, Lawson Glenn, and

The Sewanee Swim Team opened its season on Thursday,
December 1, against Principia. The team travels to Nashville
on Friday, December 2, to meet Vanderbilt and Tennessee in a

A

front

the four freshman guards.

Larry Dickerson round out the roster for the Tigers.

playoffs in the

two new

for

from MTSU, and Howie Black,
a 6'5" freshman forward from

the

size

Transfer Bart Trescott, and freshmen Steve Blount,
Williams, Allan Smith, Pete

Delts, Faculty,

leadership

court performers, 6'4" junior
forward Chip Dodd, a transfer

improvement of last year's
bench and the added ability of

with

any teams

with questions or conflicts should contact her. All women students are encouraged to participate in this sport, as it is the
first

a definite starting lineup
at press time, as most every
position seems to be up for

John

season, which opens this week.
round-ball

name

teamopened its season Tuesday

Coach Shirley Majors was the guest of honor recently at a
dinner party given by the Sewanee Club of Knoxville. All the
Majors clan was invited to the affair, which was also attended
by Tennessee Coach Johnny Majors, despite the fact it was
held on the eve of the Tennessee - Vanderbilt football
game.
Authur G. Seymour,

edition of
varsity
basketball

Sewanee's

Jeanne Dortch

superb outside shot combined
with sturdy ballhandling.
Coach Millington had yet to

1977-78

Psis,

Betas, Phis, and Delts held
respective
seventh,
eighth,
ninth, and tenth spots to round
out the team standings.

boards, aggressive defense, and

experience
in
tough
competition. Their dominance
was never more evident than in
last Tuesday night's Purple and

White Game.
Barry
Ray's White team
defeated Alan Ehmling's Purple
the score of 91-80
behind Larry Cash's 30 points
(20 of which came in the
second
half),
and
John
South wood's 21 points. The
Purple team, led by Harry
Cash's 27 points and 14 each

team by

(cont on

p.

10)
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TIGERS SKALP REDSKINS
Blair Dickinson

put through thp first 4 points,
while Larry Cash added the
next five as Sewanee jumped
out to 9-1 and 22-7 leads. The

103-85, using a high octane ,off
and a tenacious man-to<
man defense
Co-Captair
Harry Cash, who topped On

ense

Tuesday

night Sewanee's
basketball blasted the

varsity

Redskins

Trevecca-Nazarene

Tigers

in

scoring

2*

game
The Tige

had
both
unning and operating a
patterned offense, shooting an
even 50% from the field. Bill
Cox hit a deadly 12 of 22 shots
from the foul for 24 points to
complemenl Harry Cash's 11
of 17. Larry Cash ended the
night with 12 points to go with
Chip Dodd,
12 rebounds.
Kevin Reed, and Tom White all
chipped
John
Starting
rward
Soulhwo
led 10 rebounds
its,
while both
Cashes had five blocked shots.
Coach Millington had earlier
stated that one of the Tigers'
After holding a
56-37 halftime, they ran the
up to 71-58 with ten
But the
minutes to play.
Tigers then reeled off twelve
straight points, climaxed by a
Harry Cash breakaway jam that
inconsistency.

score

Juhan Gymnasium rocking
and put the game out of reach.
Millingto
Coach
emptied his bench, e ntually
sent

getting

all

14

playei
.'ins

tha

Sev,

Junior transfer Chip
Dodd put Sewanee over the
100 point barrier for the first
time in two years with a field
goal just before the end of the
depth.

Tom

White whips quick backdoor

David Muckle beats opponent to the hoop.

CHARCOAL SIRLOIN STRIP
SALAD BAR
CHOICE OF POTATO $4.95

pass.

Women Bow to Temple
women's

basketball

officially
opened their
against
Tennessee
Temple, with a drive and detersurprised
mination
that
everyone— even the Lady Tigers

team

season

The

themselves.

proved

that

first

half

Sewanee was

in

physical
condition,
superior
but it wasn't enough to stop
the hot hand of Temple player
Not only were
Jill Valentine.
the Tigers having a cold night

shooting floor, but a
plague of turnonvers also hit
Sewanee. The half-time score

on

the

was
It

make

22-14.
was the second half that
the difference not only
respectable

a

team spirit, but the scoreboard as well.
Sewanee, determined to take advantage of
in

their
tion,

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED
COUNTRY HAMS AND HOT BISQUITS

refusing to play Temple's slow
Sewanee found the
game.

Bet Stogsdill

The

superior physical condito run -

came out ready

hoop

a

little

more

accessible,
fewer, and the

~

turnovers
Crusaders exhausted.
Unfortunately, the only thing
not on Sewanee's side the
the

STEAKS

-

Temple

WEEKENDS 6-11
WEEKDAYS 6-10

second half was the clock, as
the game ended Temple 50,

Sewanee 38.
Becky Jordan
scorer

for

the

924-2268

was high
team with 10

LARGE PARTY ROOM

SUNDAY BUFFET
points,
followed
by center
Bet Stogsdill with 8.
Freshmen Jenny Pritchett and Sarah

Humphreys added

6 points

10

SEATING 200

SPECIALTY SHOPS NEXT DOOR FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

a-

piece, while Jeanne Dortch and
Gina Melton tossed in 4 points
each. It was a loss for Sewanee
from the scoreboard view only.

Each player left Chattanooga
eager for December 6, when
Sewanee again meets Temple at
5:30 p.m., with the home
court advantage.

White Whips Purple

SLICED HICKORY SMOKED BBQ AND RIBS
SERVED WITH CORN FRITTERS

OLD COUNTRY STORE
HOLE IN THE MIDDLE
COUNTRY BOY
FINE WINES

THE WOODSHED
The GLASS HOUSE
AND LIQUORS

VILLAGE

from p. 9)
by Reed and Ambrose, played

--

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
THE SPORTS NICHE
POTTER'S WHEEL

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

WINEo^SPIRlTSHOPPE;

(cont.

close

the

in

falling

first

behind

WINES AND SPIRITS

half before

near

NEXTDOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

halftime

and going down 42-28.
The teams battled back to
within five points, 71-66, with
four and a half minutes to
play. Larry Cash hit first on a
three point play and then later
on two free throws to make it
81-68. Phil Burns then iced the
win with a field goal and four
free throws in the last three
minutes.
Bums
finished
the game with 12 points, all in
the second half. Chip Dodd did
much toward
eping
the

PHONE
Reed

Dodd
H. Cash

close in the first half,
entering
the lockerroom ahigh scorer with 11 points.
Other scorers in double figures

were

Bill

Cox with 19 points

OLD

COUNTRY STORE

DELi

NEXT DOOR TO THE VILLAGE WINE AND SPIRIT SHOPPE

Black

PARTY SNACKS

'

p urple

924-2288

Thoni

Denicole

SPECIALITY ITEMS

MIXES

SPECIAL- MILLER, SCHLITZ. BUDWEISER. LITE

CHEESES
7

02 BOTTLES

Bums
Cox
Southwoood
White
L. Cash

LOCATED AT THE SMOKE HOUSE RESTAURANT MALL

IN

SANDWICHES

8PAKS1.88

MONTEAGLE. TN
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APPLE TREE
Local Dinner Theatre

Has

Successful Outlook

Annie Armour

rays

What
a

in this area?

uncramped

heating,

arrangements,

and

to

The

survive

(cont.

old church provides cozy atmosphere for Apple Tree Dinner Theatre.

played

by

teenager
subject to convulsions. In her
own way she represents hope,
in her concern for her sister.
At times during the play she
evokes
empathy
in
the
audience.
a

is

the shy, withdrawn
(but bright) sister, is portrayed
Tillie,

3)

i

once

The

younger Gore
resists
comparisons to his father, who,
along with his partner In the
Tennessee
Senatorial
delegation,
the
late
Estes
Kefauver, was somewhat of a
hero to many Southern liberals

and depressing-yet

old

to him, Rep. Gore
insists that he is his own man,
not a reincarnation of his
father in Congress. And he is

no doubt

correct.

Except on a

few occasions,
Rep.
Gore
doesn't sound the populistic
themes of which his father was
so fond. Like many other

young

Democratic
congressmen he sounds more
like

what

we

call,

for

lack

his vote

Act of

politicians.

economic
was
not

(which

terribly

uncommon

the

Civil

Rights

for

a

his refusal to sign the

uncommon

His

hy seventh -grader Julie Wells
of Cowan.
She is the most
dynamic actress of the group
She innocently accepts her
role,
and, as Tillie, offers
the

best

hope

for survival.
Tillie's scientific friend, Janice

Vickery,
is
portrayed
by
Velvet-Dawn Olds of Decherd.
She adequately acts the part of
cute but sadistic youngster
who wants the
fair

constituents

seem

to

Southern senator). Though he

must no doubt

desires.

a

realize that his

name

family

for

gave

him

No one

in

my

the younger and the elder
Gore. Yet, as they liked his
father, they seem to like him.
After the dinner I heard people
consistently describe him as
"smart", "hardworking" and

One

"concerned."

whom
learned

woman,

subsequently

I

was

a

beautician

in

Decherd, asked me "What did
think of his speech?"
Before I had a chance to reply
that I thought it was just fine,
she told me what she thought.
"I
thought
it
was
just

you

prize. Ms. Wilcox has certainly
proven her directing abilities.

Together, the dinner
and
play offer quite an enjoyable
evening at reasonable prices.
Only time will tell whether
or
not
such
cultural
entertainment will continue to
appeal to the public.
Let us
hope the gamma rays work
for the good of the theatre.

earshoi

wonderful,"

know,
keeps

I

she

"You

said.

just don't see how he
that information in

all

his head. He's so smart.

And

Lots

of

people seem to
think that it will be a long time
before Al Gore, Jr. is retired
from Congress and given an
opportunity
to
complete
his law degree at Vanderbilt. I
found nothing in the feelings
of the Lions Clubbers and
their spouses to indicate that
these "lots of people" were

and Theatre

is

organizing a trip

to Knoxville to see

December
evening

6,

before

Hamlet on
and Tuesday
a

study day.

Tickets for Sewanee students
will be $5.00 each; transportation and dinner will be extra.
Anyone interested in going is
asked to sign up in Guerry 103.

made any comparison between

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

TENNESSEE AUDIO

Students of Philosophy, Theology, Economics, and
Political

Science are eligible to compete for a

Frankenberg

scholarship given

- turntables

,

speakers

,

tape decks

ROTEL — receivers, amps, preamps

,

CRAIG

tuners

,

and

PIONEER - auto

stereos

turntables, cassette tape decks

ELECTRO - VOICE - interface series and studio monitors JENSEN -auto speakers
AUDIO-TECHNICA EMPIRE and PICKERING cartridges
,

,

Regina Bauer

through the Friends of Animals,

a national non-profit organization to

PHILIPS

,

1

- BOX 65 D

ESTILL SPRINGS TENNESSEE 37330

CALL 967-5838 FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT

Inc.

promote humane treatment

of non-human animals.

~~

For details come to the Caj^ej^Sej^icesOffice^^^^

MONTEAGLE
FLORIST

ROUTE

so

young."

NEWS RELEASE
The Department of Speech

be willing to judge Al Gore,
Jr., on his own merit, as he

terribly

gamma

year

available

for

populistic

stands

Southern Manifesto (which was

the same-story.
was a wise choice for the

28

Law Student had

Southern senator) and

his

1964 and

the

other
Vanderbilt

campaign that

his

no

of a better word, a post-New
Dealer. His speaking style is
not folksy and his words do
not come out drawled, as we
have come to expect from so
many caricatures of Southern

for

all

production.
an experiment,

p.

what

be a runaway
victory
for Brock, a close
race.
Senator
Gore,
the
number one target of the
Nixon Administration, went
down fighting with the strong
support from voters in Middle
Tennessee.

seating

In

Elliot

to

Marigolds, was written
by Paul Zindel and is directed
by Agnes Wilcox. It is intense
but touching, with a humorous

It

from

made

t

Moon

first

of

An
Ruth,

HARDWORKING AL GORE, AT EASE

The Effect of
Rays on Man-in-the-

very real
hopeful,

matron

helpl

One can

through

of Winchester,

Kathryn

a
non-speaking
role,
nevertheless essential in making
the mother convey her own

play,

running

woman-Nanny.

theatre, there are no small
parts in a play.
Nanny is

arrangements
are
more
conducive to getting caught up
in the show than is sitting
primly next to strangers.

streak

thirteen -year-old Barbara Hale

in

spend as long as 2 hours wining
and dining before show time.

The

rays.

Dormitory, effectively plays
Nanny. As is always stressed

Virtually no
superior dining place can be
found around here-on or off
the mountain. The selections
on. the menu are not yet
complete, but will be soon.
There is no mystery about the
food preparation, since the
kitchen area is visible to all.
An added advantage of a
dinner theatre is that one
can enjoy a leisurely meal
without worrying that the
table
might be needed for

Gamma

own gamma

her

Her get-rich-quick schemes are
quelched
by
her
defeatism-her lack of drive
She must resort to taking
care of an old, deaf, senile
Raulston,

fresh

in culinary skill.

casual

played

Maudic
Leonard
of
She is a misfit
mother trying desperately to
Sewanee.

and
homemade
and desserts, is served
promptly and in
adequate
portions. The chef, John Nee
(who, incidentally, hides out in
Sewanee) far surpasses Saga

The

Beatrice
is

by

rolls

customers.

backstay
accents,

changes,

extremly enthralling.
The
mother,
("Betty the Loon"),

the

atmosphere.
One can
comfortable with
(and not intimidated by) the
crowd.
Tupper is in charge of
running the restaurant.
He
has seen to it that most of the
wrinkles
in
service
have
been ironed out. The gourmet
food,
featuring lamb, beef,

other

all

and recent
to
extract
tender
emotions from the
audience.
Naturally the play
has weak spots, but parts are
cast

seating

chicken,

of

differing

quite

steak,
and
vegetables,

actresses,

lack

cozy
feel

fail.

no n -professional,
have
overcome such obstacles as

Tupper's

welcome enhance

friendly

some marigolds,

killed

dwarfed others, and had no
effect
on
some.
They
symbolize
those
universal
elements which cause
people to survive and

chance of survival
dinner theatre have
Judging from the
cuisine,
entertainment,
and
atmosphere of the Apple Tree
Dinner Theatre, directed by
Tupper Saussy and Agnes
Wilcox, I would say as the
eight-ball does; outlook good.
The tiny converted church
(pardon the pun!), complete
with imported stained glass
windows, houses no more than
a hundred persons at one time.
There are no poor seats in the
house. Dim lighting, moderate
does

MONTEAGLE. TENNESSEE
PHONE: 615/942-2320
NIGHTS AND HOLIDAYS
924-2321

OB 92*2511
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AT WHIT'S END
from

(cont.

6)

p.

The faculty moved to endorse these recommendations and from there who knows when they will go
into effect or when a formal announcement of the
change will be made to the student body. It doesn't
make that much difference actually because only
those students on the Curriculum Committee had any
say

in the

matter

in the first place.

superficially anyway, that Honors
meet some common grounds of adminis-

appears,

It

Comps

will

tration among the various departments when it is as
"practical" to do so. But what about those questions
of Gownsmen last year conraised by the Order
cerning the 'below the surface' nature of comprehensives in terms of their 'actual effectiveness of
design and consistency of administration? It appears
flatly
that these serious inquisitions hav
ignored for one reason or another. The n again, maybe
maybe last year's motion was buried (e j has happened
so many times before) in the annual t ansition of the
Order of Gownsmen's membership ar d direction of
concern-one more of the numerous dead-echo issues
rebounding on the walls of Blackman Auditorium.

ENTERTAINMENT

—

graphic exhibition

-

December 18

thru

thru

December 16
December 22

Sue DeWalt

Present, Future", a

photo

Alabama

—

Museum

competition

thru

Past,

University of

Works by Samuel Chamberlain on exhibit
University of Alabama
Watercolor Society of Alabama Juried Exhibition, open

December 18

thru

321 Pints Collected During Drive

BIRMINGHAM

IN

"Faces of Birmingham:

thru December 18

A cartoonist's conception of what we can expect from the PURPLE next semester when Bill
GUmer, a higiy disputed character, gains control of the editorship— if and when he decides to put
childish things away.

Faculty Art Exhibit --

of Art

Samford University

December 6

—

December 9-11
December 29

Greater

—

Concert

Birmingham

-

from

furnished
uniforms
and
dressing
facilities,
lack
of
adequate and safe equipment,
and lack of trained personnel.

p. 1)

budget for men's
Athletics was $63,800.
Th*>
budget for women's activities
$8,980.
have
appreciably.

This
not

wdt.

figures

allocation

was

year

When

the

The

Title

of

total

with respect to Athletics,
Dr. Laurence Alvarez stated
"Nobody knows exactly what
the law means yet-the courts
haven't made many decisions."
In reply to the question of

for men's activities
the
total
for
women was

$61,700;

allocation

$7000.

Coach

Bryant

refused

to

give specific figures concerning

indeed

like
in

you to get any amounts
make judgements on our
program and facilities. What
I
want to know from each
group of people that are
interested in something is what
they need that they don't
have."
Coach Lampley also
voiced that opinion; "I don't
think
you should compare
programs by matching funds."
It is a fact, however, that
there are consistant complaints
from women about lack of
for

to

Cleveland Quartet
from

p.

4)

Quartet records this traditionbreaking interpretation in their

—

project
Beethoven quar-

currently-in-progress

the

complete

would serve

This

tets.

as

a

responsible argument for a new
approach amounting to a revelation of the

would

works potential. It
Glen
next
to

recording of the
"Goldberg Variations" of Bach
in recording importance.

women's

programs,

program

hear

such
as

an
the

Next time,

excellent
Cleveland
I

hope we

can offer a more cultivated
aucience to receive a more varied
Whatever the cost.
program.
rW
worth it
and

but

to

women's

the

that

insure

not suffering from

is

the noticeable discrepancies.

About
Bryant

this

matter Coach
the

"If

stated,

Government came in and saw
what our facilities are for
trouble."
probably
be
in
Last year women constituted
40% of the student body and
of
the
contributed
32%
competing athletes and 44% of
the Varsity lettermen.
This
year
92 women
plan
to

35%

women, while the
Lambda Chi fraternity nabbed
the men's prize with a 66%
turnout.
many
Sewanee
obtained
prize for the

program has been as successful
program. (See
as the men's
But comparable
Table
)
and success is
participation
not reflected in comparable
facilities,

until pressure

Men

oi

%o£ games
matche swon

Tennis
Golf
Baseball

Track

Swimming
Wrestling
Basketball

Soccer

Watson
(cont.

from

1)

Women

o r matches

Basketball

Synchronized Swimming
Gymnastics

of

fairness

in

is

any

an
explicit
library
policy.
"Honor," said Mr. Watson with

Ren
the
fron
building
without
proper
authorization,
any
non-circulating book such as
reference books, periodicals,
or
books."
reserved

smile,

"is

you

like

have

virginity.
it

or

you

don't''

"Rpcnu&e

the

volunteers under
of
Jeanette
leadership

blood drive
This
year's
obtained the second highest
in
of
blood
quantity
Sewanee 'shistory. Last year's
drive holds the record, with
340 pints donated.

&•

s<

its

£.9
Nfrh''

PQun*

arrets

to

D^7

su
Family
Night

1

J

a matter
academic

community,

Either

Women's

Community

won

books,
but
Mr.
Watson
observed that the Honor Code
was recently revised to include

a

Katherine

Allan
League,
Whitehead and Blue Key, the
attending nurses, headed by
Elizabeth
Young, and the

Niebt

scholarly materials

responsible for the missing

appreciation

to
the

Service

Inventories Library
p.

Special

was extended
Rodgers and

incur

%of games

50%

last

workers.

48%

Average Success

Average Success

as

all

tWMCtoT AT

67%
56%
71%
22%
24%
75%
57%
55%
38%
17%

Cross Country
Football

Judging on the basis of
win-loss records, the women's

women

68

to

sports

lly

wished to
donors and volunteer

Gilchrist

Dr.

thank

MW TO m

put on. Things

is

in a world when
enough compl ammg
about it.
I think you
player and a team have to exert
pressures, and they will c

get done
Lhere is

it

is

the

Gilchrist
Dr.
needs.
Hodgson
since
that
Hospital services a wide

blood
noted

or budgeting.

staff,

Dr. Alvarez wrapped it up
said " The University
excited
is
not going to get
about doing a lot of things

year.

varsity

in

for
their
blood
donating efforts. Students and

benefits

for

dgson Hospital also
coverage for all its

when he

Volleyball
Field Hockey

is

were students.
certainly were grateful to

Johnson Dormitory, with a
turnout, grabbed the $40

Hall

00%
80%
57%
18%
73%

compete
opposed

first

'We were extremely privileged
ensemble
Quartet.

Alvarez said, "If we had be^n
co-ed for twenty years I'd
say yes categorically, but we
haven't."
The issue is not, in fact,
to provide equality in every
aspect
of
the
men's and

stand

Gould's

to

it

whether the above facts did
constitute
a
discriminatory
offense.
Dr.

budget and stated:
"I
to think of our program
terms of what our students
want and would like to do
well rather than thinking in
'-r-ns of comparing budgets
I
don't think it's necessary
the

(cont.

questioned about the
compliance with
IX and what is required

University's

changed

260-270

the students for their massive
stated
turnout,"

Coliseum

erage

71

this year.

that

will

ity

pints,

"The turnout was quite
Dr.
said
remarkable,"
Gilbert Gilchrist, chairperson
of the drive, especially since
the community only has 2,500

"We

Controversy Centers Around Women's Athletics
(cont,

321

Dr. Gilchrist.

"Nutcracker Suite"

KISS

non-salary

netting

over quota, Sewanee's
Blood Drive was a success again

Of the 321 people that gave
blood, Dr. Gilchrist estimated

—

3rd annual Juried Crafts Exhibition
Birmingham Arts Alliance
Concert Hall
Benny Goodman

-----

In
pints

a violation
to :

of the Honor Code
1. Fail to check out a book;

(fo)tf7'9ho

